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ABSTRACT 
 
This study develops a model (i.e., secondary values selection process - 2VS) to 
describe how values shared by individuals (i.e., secondary values) contribute to the 
creation of meaning and interpretation in organisations.  Elements of the model are 
identified through exploration of two bodies of literature (a) cultural approaches to 
organisational studies, and (b) theories of evolution. Incorporated within the model 
are observable elements that support analysis and evaluation of the 2VS. Outcomes 
of the study are (a) development of a more complete understanding of the Selection 
Process in organising and (b) creation of a mechanism for cultural analysis of 
organisational settings. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This study refines Weick’s (1979) model of organising, by integrating a model 
of secondary values operating as a sub-system in the Selection Process in organising. 
This integration results in the creation of the secondary values selection process 
(2VS) model.  
The 2VS model builds on Weick’s sociocultural evolution model by 
incorporating Durham’s (1991) hypothesis that secondary values are the main force 
guiding selection in cultural systems. This model supports cultural analysis and 
evaluation of a sub-system operating in the Selection Process in organising. 
The 2VS model describes features of collective decision making that can be 
viewed and described in organisations. Analysis, comparison, and replication of the 
elements of the 2VS model will heighten understanding of the Selection Process in 
organising.  
Durham’s (1991) definition and description of secondary values and secondary 
values selection forms the basis for identifying a concept of culture for application in 
this study. I argue that secondary values provide a view of culture operating to guide 
the Selection Process in organising. Applications of cultural approaches in 
organisational studies are explored and the challenges and opportunities provided by 
this research area are considered. Justifications for applying secondary values as a 
concept of culture in organisational studies are considered.  
Application of secondary values as a concept of culture is shown to enhance 
Weick’s (1979) model of organising. Development of the 2VS model supports the 
description of a sub-system operating in Weick’s Selection Process in organising. 
I present theories of evolution drawn from biology, anthropology, psychology, 
sociology and organisational studies to identify the elements needed to create the 
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2VS model.  Confirmation of the limited understanding of selection provided by 
theories of evolution supports the need to create a 2VS model.  
I explain the dynamics operating within elements of the 2VS model to explore 
the role of secondary values as a sub-system operating in Weick’s (1979) Selection 
Process in organising.  This discussion is intended to encourage application of the 
2VS model in cultural analysis and description of organising processes.  
Having explored the role of the 2VS model in the cultural analysis and 
evaluation of the Selection Process, the final section of this study considers the 
implications of the model for future research.  Implications include: developing the 
model to incorporate enactment and retention processes; focussing on examination of 
particular elements of the 2VS, and the potential for the model to provide a cultural 
view of organising using concepts drawn from other disciplines.  
A glossary of terms as well as a description of key terms at the start of each 
chapter act as cross references to support the use of symbols and terms not generally 
found in organisational studies. Readability and consistency are encouraged through 
the use of symbols to represent a number of high-use terms appearing in the text and 
in the figures that illustrate the 2VS model. 
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CHAPTER ONE - A CONCEPT OF CULTURE 
Overview of the Chapter 
In this study I develop the secondary values selection process (2VS) model to 
examine the role of secondary values as a sub-system in the Selection Process in 
organising (Weick, 1979). To begin this study I establish a view of secondary values 
as a concept of culture in organisational studies. I then argue that its application in 
organisational studies will support understanding of the Selection Process in 
organising.  
Initially, I provide a definition of secondary values (Durham, 1991) and describe 
the significance of values as a concept of culture in organisational studies (Schein, 
1992). This discussion identifies the role for secondary values as a concept of culture 
in organisational studies.  
Next, I review literature that considers the application and relevance of concepts 
of culture in organisational studies. Brown’s (1998) and Schein’s (1992) arguments 
for the use and usefulness of different concepts of culture are presented. Brown 
(1998) stated that different concepts of culture address different questions raised in 
cultural approaches to organisational studies. Schein (1992) suggested that the 
application of different concepts of culture be justified where it supported 
understandings about organisations and organising.  
No organisational studies have been identified that have adopted secondary 
values as a concept of culture. I address theoretical issues associated with the 
adoption and application of secondary values as a concept of culture. I discuss 
Weick’s (1979) sociocultural evolution model of organising and examine questions 
he identified about the Selection Process.  I propose integrating secondary values as a 
concept of culture in Weick’s Selection Process in order to address these questions.  
This integration supports the development of the secondary values selection process 
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(2VS) model.  This model addresses further theoretical concerns identified regarding 
Weick’s model (Everett, 1996).  
In this chapter I introduce six key terms (see also Appendix A): secondary 
values, primary values, organising, better fit, cognitive transformation and 2VS. 
Durham (1991) defined secondary values as socially transmitted information units.  
These values represented shared understanding among groups of individuals.  
Weick (1979) defined organising as incorporating three processes (i.e., 
enactment, selection and retention). Organising addressed the concerns of individuals 
expressed in the statement: “How can I know what I think until I see what I say?” 
(Weick, p. 134). Weick’s Selection Process described “what I see”, as collective 
decision making in organising. To distinguish this from selection as described in 
other contexts, Weick’s process will be referred to as the Selection Process in this 
study.   
The term 2VS refers to a sub-system in Weick’s Selection Process.  The 2VS is 
a group decision making process driven by secondary values.   
A Concept of Culture 
Durham's (1991) Secondary Values 
In this section, I develop a concept of culture for this study by discussing the 
role and nature of secondary values. Durham (1991) argued, in his Coevolution 
Theory1, that there were two types of values, primary and secondary, operating 
within cultural systems.  
Durham (1991) suggested that primary values, such as the sense of smell or 
taste, were predetermined characteristics of individuals. Unlike primary values, 
secondary values were determined through social transmission. Because they relied 
on social transmission for their persistence, Durham defined secondary values as an 
integral part of the cultural system. 
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Secondary values operated at any level where decision making occurred, 
including at collective and individual levels. Durham (1991) believed secondary 
values could be used to predict outcomes, to enable rational preselection, and to 
provide a basis for learning from past experiences and their consequences.   
Durham (1991) suggested that the basis for the selection of secondary values 
was intentional directed action occurring within the context of social and cultural 
constraints. Selection of values, much like genetic selection, favoured variants that 
afforded better fit with the existing system.  
Durham (1991) believed that the consequence of secondary value selection 
could be gradualistic cultural change, punctuated cultural change, or a combination 
of gradualistic and punctuated cultural change. Durham hypothesised that secondary 
values were the main but not exclusive driver of selection.  This chapter argues for 
the creation of the 2VS model to support examination of this hypothesis in 
organising.  This study explores Durham’s hypothesis through the creation of the 
2VS model in organising.   
Schein’s (1992) Values 
The importance of Schein’s (1992) discussion of cultural levels is that it 
provides a basis for the introduction of Durham’s (1991) secondary values into 
organisational studies. Schein (1992) identified three levels of culture (i.e., artefacts, 
espoused values and basic underlying assumptions) “… where the term level refers to 
the degree to which the cultural phenomenon is visible to the observer” (p. 16).   
Schein (1992) described espoused values as cultural phenomena involved in the 
evolution of organisational culture.  He described values as operating to support 
evolution in collective decision making. The values level of culture involved 
“… various espoused values, norms, and rules of behavior that members of the 
culture use as a way of depicting the culture to themselves and others” (Schein, p. 
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16). Schein used congruence with underlying assumptions and observed behaviours 
to distinguish different types of values operating in a group.  
Schein (1992) used the term cognitive transformation to describe the movement 
between cultural levels when shared values became shared assumptions. Cognitive 
transformation facilitated the social validation of values as they became the shared 
social experience of a group. Schein noted that although some values were involved 
in the cognitive transformation process, testing and transformation did not occur in 
all value domains.  
I view these parallels between Schein’s (1992) espoused values and Durham’s 
(1992) secondary values as supporting the application of secondary values as a 
concept of culture operating in organisational settings. In the next section I 
investigate ways to justify the application of this concept of culture in organisational 
studies.  
The Concept of Culture in Organisational Studies 
 
This section highlights the value and challenges of applying concepts of culture 
in organisational studies. Due to the limits of this study, I consider only concepts of 
culture in organisational studies and describe some cultural approaches to 
organisational studies.  
Discussion of cultural approaches will achieve two things. It will identify no 
applications of secondary values as a concept of culture. Justifications will be 
provided for the application of secondary values as a concept of culture in 
organisational studies.  
The limits of this study do not allow for a discussion of all the cultural 
approaches to organisational studies. More complete reviews of this literature can be 
found in Alvesson (1993) and Eisenberg and Riley (2000). Eisenberg and Riley in 
particular take a communications perspective in their review. The range of cultural 
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approaches they discuss included the multi frame approach (Mohan, 1993), a multi 
perspective approach (Asad, 1973), metaphor approaches (Morgan, 1986) and 
meaning-making approaches (Geertz, 1973; Street, 1993).  
Application of Cultural Approaches in Organisational Studies 
Many of the arguments for applying cultural approaches discussed are not 
unique to organisational studies as they are also discussed in cultural studies in other 
disciplines2 where concepts of culture are applied. Wright’s (1994) review described 
linkages between the cultural approaches applied in organisational studies and those 
developed in other disciplines. Acknowledgment of the value of these linkages 
supports the application of elements drawn from Durham’s (1991) Coevolution 
Theory in this study.  
In my discussion of cultural approaches in organisational studies I describe 
those considered more popular and/or more relevant to this study.  Discussion of 
cultural approaches provides evidence of the type of research these approaches 
facilitate.  This discussion exemplifies Brown’s (1998) argument for the application 
of different concepts of culture in cultural approaches to enable the consideration of 
different issues.  
An challenge in examining organisational cultural identified by Schein (1999) 
was, “If you don’t have a specific focus or reason for wanting to understand your 
organisational culture, you will find it boundless and frustrating” (p. 26). In this 
study the focus is to describe the role of secondary values as a driver of the Selection 
Process in organising. 
Kreps (1990) suggested that the application of cultural approaches moved the 
focus of organisational studies research away from seeking to define and refine 
structures and work related goals. He identified that the focus of cultural approaches 
was the examination of frameworks that surrounded social and occupational 
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activities. Kreps saw cultural approaches in organisational studies describing culture 
more as a dynamic communication process than a static outcome. 
Kreps (1990), like Wright (1994), argued that theoretical frameworks from 
anthropology and sociology provided the basis for the concepts of culture applied in 
organisational studies.  He went on to explore a number of cultural themes applied in 
organisational studies.  
One theme was that subcultures existed within organisations. Another theme was 
that organisational cultural identities varied depending on the history of the 
organisation and the combination of individuals operating within the organisation. A 
third theme examined how actions of organisational members were influenced by 
their interpretation of organisational activities.  A fourth theme considered the 
productive and destructive effects of different organisational cultures. The final 
theme identified by Kreps (1990) examined organisational communication, and its 
key role in the establishment and development of organisational culture.   
Eisenberg and Riley (2000) described organisational culture as “one of the more 
visceral and enticing areas of organisational studies” (p. 292). They considered that 
there were many ways for organisational communication theories to examine 
organisational culture.  Three ways of examining organisational culture that they 
identified were:  
First communication theorists with a background in rhetoric and 
symbolic interaction examined organisational issues through a variety 
of interpretive and symbolic analysis …. second, the particular 
appropriation of system theory that was being elucidated in 
organisational communication studies had relocated communication as 
the central process in organisations and equated communicating with 
organising … third, the focus on interpretive approaches led 
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organisational communication scholars to theories and research in 
anthropology … sociology … and increasingly to European scholars 
… who fueled hermeneutic, critical, and later postmodern 
organisational studies. (p. 293) 
They acknowledged the vast literature that made up the organisational culture 
discipline. They identified a number of communication perspectives operating within 
this literature: the symbolic character of language; the role of communication in 
conveying cultural influence; broader communication patterns operating to support 
and promote culture; communications research methods for viewing culture, and the 
practical applications of the approach for organisational members.  
Normann (1985) provided a simpler view of the function of culture in 
organisations. He stated that “culture has two absolutely crucial functions in any 
organisation. It acts as a symbol and storage of past learning, and it works as an 
instrument to communicate this learning through the organisation” (p. 23). 
Ott (1989) examined the idea of cultural identity or explanation of culture rather 
than cultural perspective.  He felt that if a cultural identity could be agreed on then 
more quantitative rather than qualitative studies would be possible. His suggested 
elements of organisational culture included “... truths (in the social constructionist 
sense); and possibly the transactional analysis concept of organizational scripts - but 
only if they are so completely accepted and deeply ingrained that they have moved 
into organization members’ preconscious or unconscious” (p. 59). 
Alvesson (1993) discussed why researchers conducted cultural studies of 
organisations and the benefits of these studies and found a number of different 
applications of cultural studies. He described some cultural studies as adopting an 
offensive formulation.  These studies supported organisations by describing the 
application of culture as a tool for improving performance. Other studies adopted a 
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more defensive approach seeing culture as an obstacle to be overcome in pursuit of 
economic rationality. Alvesson suggested that all cultural studies provided insights 
about organisational life and that,  “The task of cultural studies, then, is to encourage 
critical reflection on beliefs, values and understanding of social conditions.” (pp. 6-7)  
Alvesson (1993) identified two deficiencies of current organisational cultural 
research.  These were “the focus on instrumentality and the tendency to take Western 
managerial and organisational culture as given…” (p. 48). In response to these 
deficits he suggested: 
Therefore it may be wise to look for deeper patterns in which people 
do not readily recognize the cultural element. Approaches wherein the 
overall cultural characteristics of organizations are not taken for 
granted - anthropological approaches - may lead to interpretations 
which illuminate the cultural feature of contemporary organizations in 
a new way. (p. 58) 
Alvesson advised adopting a multi dimensional approach, as this would take into 
account all approaches.   
Sackmann (1992) also identified two difficulties with the study of culture in 
organizations, “First, little empirical knowledge is available about the concept in the 
context of organizations to guide research efforts. Second, the existing conceptual 
diversity makes it difficult to operationalize culture” (p. 140). 
Sackmann (1992) believed that research in organisational culture focussed on 
the components and structure of culture. Van Maanen (1979) and Sackmann 
recommended a more inductive approach, identifying that it generated empirically 
based knowledge of organisational culture.  
This approach moved away from “the focus on cognitive components such as 
assumptions, beliefs, values, or perspectives as the essence of culture prevails in the 
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literature …” (Sackmann, p. 140).  The focus of an inductive approach was described 
as ideas and actions. Sackmann argued that, “In a study of culture, observations of 
manifestations such as artifacts and behaviors can therefore be used as sources of 
data to ‘triangulate’ with information obtained about cognitive components” (p. 140). 
In contrast to Sackmann (1992) and Alvesson (1993), who considered deficits in 
cultural approach to organisational studies, Marquardt (1996) explored the 
theoretical issues that cultural approaches addressed. Marquardt listed a number of 
challenges that cultural theorists sought to address.  These challenges included the 
need to better: manage knowledge; utilise technology; empower people; expand 
learning, and adapt and succeed in changing environments.  
Weick (1982) identified four conditions required for structural or systemised 
approaches to organisational studies to be successful. These conditions were “a self 
correcting system of interdependent people, consensus on objectives and methods, 
coordination achieved through sharing information and predictable problems and 
solutions”  (Weick, 1982, p. 673). Weick’s finding was that these conditions were 
seldom found in modern organisations and on this basis recommended an 
organisational cultural perspective as it was more sensitive to the organisational 
climate. 
Pepper (1995) described the move in organisational communication studies 
toward cultural approaches as a reaction to over mechanising and controlling 
approaches, as well as, reflecting a change in the role of communication. The effect 
of this move was, “The symbolic structure of the organization, the informal rules, 
roles, norms, the beliefs and assumptions and values of members, and their behavior 
play a much more crucial part in the overall organizational composition” (Pepper, p. 
109). 
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Debates and issues surrounding the application of cultural approaches raised in 
this discussion provide a view of why and how cultural approaches are applied in 
organisational studies. This discussion provides the perspective for the following 
examination of a sample of current cultural approaches.  
Cultural Approaches 
Organisational culture theory. Two approaches taken within this theory will be 
discussed. One approach examines a range of cultural variables operating in 
organisational settings that earlier organisational theories did not consider.  Cultural 
variables identified within this approach included organisational symbolism, logics, 
metaphors, values, believes, rites, rituals and artefacts. It described organisational 
members as sensemaking across this range of cultural variables.  This approach 
required the individual to use cultural variables to interpret and explain their 
organisation, and their role as a member of the organisation.   
This approach accepted that the concept of culture was a “pervasive social 
phenomena” (Kreps, 1990, p. 125). It involved the observation and interpretation of 
culture variables used by organisational members. 
The corporate culture school. This School represented a second application of 
organisational cultural theory. The Corporate Culture School applied the concept of 
culture more prescriptively in organisational settings.  This School viewed 
organisational culture as one feature of an organisation similar to climate and 
structure. It could be used to teach leaders and managers to view organisational 
culture as a tool they could use to manipulate and change their organisations (Peters 
and Waterman, 1982).  
Deal & Kennedy (1988), who adopted the Corporate Culture approach, 
identified the need for organisations to develop a strong culture, and discussed the 
elements and advantages of strong corporate culture. Research in the Corporate 
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Culture School focussed primarily on top-down communication as a way of changing 
culture; implying that the leader could use mottos, strategic plans and strong overt 
management practices to guide organisational culture. While the Corporate Culture 
School was popular with practitioners, Kreps (1990) described it as simplistic in its 
definition of culture. 
The Corporate Culture School took little account of environmental influences or 
processes and structures. Instead, it looked to “… a limited set of meanings, symbols, 
values, and ideas presumed to be manageable and directly related to effectiveness 
and performance” (Alvesson, 1993, p. 27).  This instrumental normative approach 
considered what culture should look like and how to recreate this ideal. Symbols, 
rites and ceremonies were among the cultural elements that contributed to this 
cultural ideal. Culture was seen as an element of organisational design “- a 
subsystem, well demarcated from other parts of the organisation, which includes 
norms, values, beliefs and behavioural styles of employees” (Alvesson, p. 31). 
Alvesson suggested the term "cultural engineering" to describe the spirit of this 
School.  
Culture as a metaphor. Another cultural approach to organisational studies 
viewed culture as a metaphor for organisation. Organisation as culture questioned the 
scientific management school’s assumptions that organisations had an objective 
existence that was material and unproblematic.  
The organisation as culture metaphor problematised the very concept of 
organisation. Smircich (1983b) provided the following description of this approach, 
“When culture is a root metaphor, the researcher’s attention shifts from concerns 
about what do organizations accomplish and how may they accomplish it more 
efficiently, to how is organization accomplished and what does it mean to be 
organized.” (p. 353) 
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The works of Berg (1986), Pfeffer (1981), Smircich (1983a, 1983b), and Morgan 
(1982) used this metaphor.  Their works sought to examine the links between culture 
and performance by focussing on the role of the leader in defining organisational 
reality and providing symbolic management. 
Alvesson (1993) believed all metaphors were necessarily reductionist. He 
considered that this reductionism equipped managers with the means to increase 
effectiveness.  
Alvesson (1993) also described the capacity of metaphors to highlight the open 
and negotiable character of the social world that various forms of domination could 
obscure. Thus, pro-management metaphors stressed the positive effects of culture on 
organisational effectiveness. Anti-management metaphors considered the ways 
culture, through manipulation by elite actors or through tradition and socialisation, 
contributed to the fixing and freezing of the sociocultural order. He accepted that, “A 
metaphor allows an object to be perceived and understood from the view point of 
another object” (p. 9).  
Culture as meaning making. Another cultural approach to organisational studies, 
seen in the work of Lundberg (1985), considered organisational culture and 
performance. In this context, culture was used as a diagnostic instrument.  This 
approach considered how cultural phenomena influenced the levels of organisational 
effectiveness and individual satisfaction that were achieved. It acknowledged culture 
was an obstacle that could constrict action. Alvesson (1993) suggested:  
The focus here is not on the effects of managerial action but rather on 
the effects of local culture, which through tradition are anchored in the 
organisational collective and exercise influence without the direct or 
immediate involvement of particular key actors. (p. 35) 
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Discussion of approaches. This discussion has considered a range cultural 
approaches to organisational studies. Organisational Studies Theory fostered a 
number of approaches.  While one approach described the role of cultural variables 
in organisational sensemaking, another defined culture as a tool that leaders could 
manipulate and change to improve their organisation. The organisation as culture 
metaphor approach described a role for culture in increasing organisational 
efficiency. Contrasting this, culture as meaning making, examined local culture to 
identify how it was constraining the potential for managerial action.  
These approaches illustrate the range of issues addressed through examination of 
organisational culture. Approaches discussed, though not exhaustive or exclusive, 
illustrate the diversity of cultural views taken. Some of these, specified variables that 
contributed to organisational culture.   
This study examines only one concept of culture and provides a mechanism for 
describing and evaluating its influence in a particular organising process. This 
approach moves away from prescriptive approaches to a more evaluative, analytical 
approach as suggested by Alvesson (1993) and Sackmann (1992). In the following 
section I consider the application of secondary values as a concept of culture 
operating as a sub-system in the Selection Process within the organising system.  
Weick’s (1979) Model of Organising 
In this section I argue for the integration of secondary values as a concept of 
culture to support examination of the Selection Process. I identify the potential for 
Weick’s model of organising, to support development of the secondary values 
selection process (2VS) model. One argument for the integration of secondary values 
as a concept of culture in Weick’s (1979) model of organising is that it enhances the 
sociocultural evolution perspective3. Reasons for development of the 2VS model are 
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that it responds to questions regarding the Selection Process and a number of other 
theoretical concerns.  
In the late 1970s and 1980s organisational researchers (Pondy & Mitroff, 1979; 
Smircich, 1983a, 1983b; Weick, 1979) began to present a view of culture in 
organisations as a continuous process of organising.  Pace and Faules (1994) 
indicated that the cultural perspective characterised organisations as having multiple 
layers of orders and laws that interacted and were dynamic in nature.  
To support this perspective Pace and Faules (1994) advocated a complex causal 
model sensitive to change, growth, development and/or evolution, as seen in Weick’s 
(1979) sociocultural evolution model of organising. Pace and Faules described 
Weick’s model of organising as “provocative and influential” (p. 54), because it 
described the creation of culture as a continuous evolving communication process.  
It was within the sociocultural evolutionary perspective that Schein (1992) 
identified the potential for different levels of culture, including espoused values.  He 
indicated that espoused values could be seen operating in decision-making.  
I propose in this study to integrate secondary values as a concept of culture in 
Weick’s (1979) sociocultural evolutionary model of organising.  The outcome of this 
application will be an enhanced understanding of the Secondary Values Selection 
Process (2VS) as a sub-system of Weick’s Selection Process.  
The following discussion of the nature of Weick’s (1979) model illustrates how 
the application of secondary values as a concept of culture supports examination of 
the Selection Process.  It also demonstrates the issues regarding the Selection Process 
that this application can address.  
Weick’s (1979) sociocultural evolution model of organising drew on aspects of 
evolution, information and systems theory (Kreps, 1990). The model focussed on the 
idea of organising rather than organisation. In Weick’s (1979) view organisations 
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were physical entities while organising was concerned with the activities of the 
people who made up the organisation. To explain this distinction, Weick stated: 
Most “things” in organizations are actually relationships, variables tied 
together in systematic fashion. Events, therefore, depend on the 
strength of these ties, the direction of influence, the time it takes for 
information in the form of differences to move around circuits. The 
word organization is a noun and it is also a myth. If you look for an 
organization you won’t find it. What you will find is that there are 
events, linked together, that transpire within concrete walls …these 
sequences, their pathways, and their timing are the forms we 
erroneously make into substances when we talk about an organization. 
Just as the skin is a misleading boundary for marking off where a 
person ends and the environment starts, so are the walls of an 
organization. Events inside organizations and organisms are locked 
into causal circuits that extend beyond these artificial boundaries. (p. 
88) 
 Weick’s (1979) model described a key role for communication in organising, a 
role supported by other organisational communication studies researchers (Kreps, 
1990; Miller, 1995; Pace and Foules, 1994).  Schall (1983) described organisations 
as:  
entities developed and maintained only through continuous 
communication activity - exchanges and interpretations - among its 
participants .... As interacting participants organize by communicating, 
they evolve shared understandings around issues of common interest, 
and so develop a sense of collective “we” … that is, of themselves as 
distinct social units doing things together in ways appropriate to those 
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shared understandings of the “we”. In other words, the communicating 
processes inherent in organizing create an organizational culture, 
revealed through its communicating activities … and marked by role- 
goal- and context-bound communication constraints – the rules ... (p. 
560) 
Weick’s (1979) model of organising implied the need for teamwork, in contrast 
to the individual approach of the human relations’ model that placed importance on 
the needs of individuals. Weick’s model saw individuals working together to make 
sense of their organisation, while the human relations’ model looked at the role of 
managers in identifying and responding to the needs of individuals.  
In his model of organising, Weick (1979) largely ignored the concerns of the 
classical model for addressing the structural aspects of the organisation. Instead, 
Weick’s model of organising described a largely dynamic information based process, 
and identified the crucial role of communication in this process, facilitating the 
adaptation and survival of an organisation.     
While organisational environments were central to Systems Theory, Weick’s 
(1979) model of organising was concerned with the communication of information. 
Kreps (1990) described the implications of Weick’s communication based process 
for organisational studies: “Human interactions and the messages that link 
communicators become the crucial units of analysis in studying organisations” (p. 
107) Examination of Weick’s organising system involved viewing the 
communication of information in enactment, selection and retention processes by 
individuals as they sought to make sense of their organisational experience.  
Characteristics of Weick’s (1979) model of organising included its concern with 
organising, evolution, and the role of communication in developing a view of 
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organisations. Smircich (1983b) suggested that Weick’s model of organising 
supported understanding and description of organisations in times of great change. 
This discussion has compared the approach taken by Weick (1979) in his model 
of organising with other organisational studies approaches to highlight the view 
Weick introduced with his model of organising. Other key concepts of Weick’s 
model, introduced below, highlight the opportunity for the application of secondary 
values as a concept of culture operating in the model.  
Organising   
 
Weick (1979) described organising as, “How can I know what I think until I see 
what I say?”  (p. 134). He explained that organising involved three separate 
processes.  “What I say” represented the enactment process, “what I see” represented 
the Selection Process and “what I think” represented the retention process.  
The enactment process explored the behaviour of individuals and their roles as 
initiators of ideas and actions. It dealt with the use of artefacts and rituals by 
individuals in the workplace. Ideas generated by individuals in the enactment process 
became inputs in the Selection Process. 
Weick’s (1979) Selection Process described group level decision making. 
Individuals as part of a group shared ideas and information to help the group 
interpret what was happening in the enacted environment. The Selection Process 
provided a way for members of the group to decide on the acceptance, mutation or 
rejection of information inputs from the enacted environment. 
Weick’s (1979) retention process saw individuals storing and communicating 
commonly held beliefs.  Weick suggested information found in the retention process 
was open to some interpretation, though it was largely unchangeable and common to 
all members of the organisation.  Applied in Weick’s model, information from 
retention was input to the enactment and Selection Processes.  
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Each process within Weick’s (1979) model involved the use of information by 
members to support organising.  I propose that secondary values represent a sub-set 
of the information that operates in organising. Further, that this information 
represents a concept of culture that can be viewed operating in the Selection Process.   
The application of secondary values as a concept of culture in Weick’s (1979) 
model will allow for the examination of the role of secondary values in the Selection 
Process. Consistent with Durham’s (1991) hypothesis, that secondary values were 
the main but not exclusive driver of selection, I propose to examine the role of 
secondary values as a driver of the Selection Process. 
Communication in Organising   
Weick’s (1979) model of organising described a communication based 
evolutionary system. He described this system enhancing sensemaking through 
application of processes that reduced equivocality.  Communication supported the 
three processes operating in the organising system - enactment, selection and 
retention.  
The two key communication mechanisms Weick (1979) described were rules 
and communication behaviour cycles. Rules were described as providing ways of 
responding to unequivocal message inputs, while cycles were applied to enable more 
equivocal messages to be dealt with using feedback loops. Importantly, feedback 
loops connected the three organising processes: enactment, selection and retention.  
Weick distinguished between equivocal and unequivocal inputs occurring in these 
loops. Unequivocal inputs were easier for organisational members to share and 
understand than equivocal inputs.   
In the case of 2VS it is suggested that unequivocal inputs would be consistent 
with the organisational culture (i.e., secondary values). Equivocal inputs would be 
inconsistent with the culture. Communication mechanisms would act on information 
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inputs to enhance the fit between the information input and the organisational 
culture.  The 2VS model in this study describes secondary values as a view of 
organisational culture that guides a sub-system of the Selection Process. 
The 2VS model makes explicit a guided Selection Process that could support the 
evolution of culture in organising.  The 2VS model will illustrate the role of 
communication in enhancing the fit of information inputs to the Selection Process 
with secondary values. This model will support analysis of the role of secondary 
values as a concept of culture operating in the Selection Process to enhance 
understanding of 2VS as a sub-system in the Selection Process.  
Selection Process   
Kreps (1990) described the force driving Weick’s (1979) organising system as 
being: “ … that human beings organize primarily to help them reduce the 
information uncertainty they face in their lives” (p. 103). Therefore change, rather 
than stability, was viewed as integral to the organising system.  This meant that 
people lived within streams of ongoing events. If change was too continuous, it 
became difficult for any one person to make sense of what was happening and to 
anticipate what would happen.  He identified a need in people to freeze, break up, or 
recycle portions of this flow.  Describing this, Weick (1979) stated:  
If a person wants to make the world more predictable, then that person 
has to carve out events that have boundaries and that are repeated … 
The behaviors that are more likely to produce closure in a series of 
changing events are behaviors that person A emits that are valuable to 
person B, and which in turn lead B to produce behaviors that benefit A. 
Once a set of these interlocking behaviors has been established, a 
collective structure exists. (p. 117-8) 
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Weick (1979) noted the crucial role of the Selection Process as “… the means 
for attempting to accommodate the antithetical pressures generated by that which 
produces adaption and that which produces adaptability” (p. 136). In this context, 
adaptability was a product of the enactment process. The Selection Process described 
the capacity of the organising system to adapt through decision making, answering 
the question “What’s going on here?”  
Weick described the Selection Process as a black box that equivocal inputs 
entered in order to be made sensible and defined it as:  
The selection process selects meanings and interpretations directly and 
it selects individuals, departments, groups or goals indirectly. The 
selection process houses decision-making, but it is crucial to remember 
that decision-making in the organising model means selecting some 
interpretation of the world and some set of extrapolations from that 
interpretation and then using these summaries as constraints on 
subsequent acting. (p. 175) 
Thus, Weick (1979) explained what the Selection Process did. He did not make 
explicit however, the units operating in the process.  Operational units would allow 
the Selection Process to be viewed and analysed. The creation of the 2VS model in 
this study will address this deficit of Weick’s model.  This is achieved by identifying 
units of analysis in the 2VS model and indicating how they operate and interrelate.    
This discussion has established the potential and usefulness of the application of 
secondary values as a concept of culture in Weick’s model of organising. The 
following section explains further theoretical issues that can be addressed through the 
development of the 2VS model.  
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2VS in Organising 
This discussion highlights theoretical addressed through the application of 
secondary values as a concept of culture in Weick’s (1979) Selection Process. These 
issues include challenges made to Weick’s (1979) model of organising and to 
cultural approaches to organisational studies 
Challenges to Weick’s (1979) Model of Organising 
Everett (1996) suggested that Weick’s (1979) model of organising presented an 
imperative to explore the relationship between organisational culture and organising. 
He described two challenges in moving Weick’s model of organising in a 
sociocultural direction:  
First, one must isolate the substance of cultural influences in the 
processes of organizing to integrate a concept of culture with the 
model.  Second, there is an imperative to explore the consequences of 
this integration to organizing and adaptation as these concepts are 
described by Weick. (p. 181) 
In answer to the first challenge, this study identifies secondary values as a 
concept of culture observable in the Selection Process.  A consequence of integrating 
secondary values as a concept of culture in Weick's model is that it focuses attention 
on the Selection Process where values are observable. I apply this focus to consider 
the role of secondary values in the Selection Process.  Durham (1991) hypothesised 
that secondary values were a driver of selection.  I seek to extend this hypothesis by 
considering it in the organising context through the development of the 2VS model.  
Other Theoretical Issues 
Examining the role of secondary values in the 2VS through the creation of a 
2VS model responds to two other theoretical issues. The first is the need expressed 
Hannan and Freeman (1989) for a more fully developed evolutionary theory that 
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explains inheritance and transmission processes.  Having reviewed the application of 
evolution theory to studies of change in organisational culture, they explained:  
However, we do not have anything resembling a fully developed 
evolutionary theory of organisational change.  Although we have 
learned a good deal about Selection Processes, we still know very little 
about the other side of the evolutionary process, the structures of 
inheritance and transmission.  Sociology does not have a simple, well-
understood transmission process analogous to Mendelian genetics.  It 
is clear that transmission processes in the organisational world are 
much more complex than those in the biotic world. (pp. 20-21) 
In the following chapter the application of evolutionary concepts in 
organisational change studies are considered to further examine the issues raised by 
Hannan and Freeman (1989).  This will confirm that more recent studies continue to 
express these concerns. 
Ott (1989) provided a second theoretical concern. Ott called for more 
quantitative cultural approaches to organisational studies. By operationalising units 
of culture, the 2VS model creates the potential for quantitative analysis.  
In developing the 2VS model its elements will be identified and described.  
These will be observable and replicable features in organising. Incorporation of these 
operational elements within the framework of the 2VS model makes possible 
analysis and comparison of 2VS occurring in different organisational settings. 
Having developed the model I will consider how elements involved in the 2VS 
operate and interrelate. 
Conclusion 
In this chapter I have explored the significance of secondary values as a concept 
of culture in Coevolution Theory (Durham, 1991), and the significance of values as a 
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concept of culture in organisational studies (Schein, 1992). The discussion has 
argued for the application of Durham’s secondary values as a concept of culture in 
organisational studies. 
Having argued for the relevance of secondary values as a concept of culture in 
organisational studies I considered the value and challenges involved in applying 
concepts of culture in organisational studies. It was suggested that different concepts 
of culture supported examination of different questions (Brown, 1998).  No 
organisational studies were identified that applied secondary values as a concept of 
culture.  
The sociocultural evolution perspective and particularly Weick’s (1979) model 
of organising were described.  I argued for the incorporation of secondary values as a 
concept of culture in Weick’s sociocultural model.  This involved identifying that 
this application would support the development of a 2VS model and support 
understanding of the Selection Process.  
I suggested that 2VS, a sub-system operating in the Selection Process, could be 
explored through the incorporation of secondary values as a concept of culture in 
Weick’s (1979) model of organising. This move addressed concerns about Weick’s 
model raised by Everett (1996). To further justify the development of a 2VS model I 
describe other theoretical concerns the 2VS model would explore. These included the 
need for a more fully developed evolutionary model and the need for more 
evaluation in cultural approaches to organisational studies. 
In Chapter 2, I will examine a range of theories of evolution to identify if these 
can address the theoretical concerns about the Selection Process identified in Chapter 
1. Drawn from a range of disciplines, including biology and the social sciences, this 
review of theories of evolution will confirm the need for a more complete 
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understanding of selection and for more empirical examination of this process. I will 
also argue that this finding supports the need for the development of a 2VS model.  
Development of the 2VS model requires the identification of the elements 
involved in the Selection Process, and provision of an explanation of how these 
operate and relate to each other. Durham’s (1991) requirements for evolution are 
shown to describe elements of secondary value selection. I propose that these 
elements can be applied in developing the 2VS model in Chapter 3.  
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CHAPTER TWO – SELECTION 
Overview of the Chapter 
In this chapter I explore the nature of selection. The aim is to identify 
understandings about the nature of selection to address theoretical concerns raised in 
Chapter 1. After discussing selection in organisational change studies (Weick & Quinn, 
1999) and organisational ecology studies (Everett, 1996; Hannan & Freeman, 1989), I 
consider descriptions of selection in biological (Darwin, 1859/1958) and cultural 
evolution theories (Spencer, 1852; Steward, 1967; White, 1959; Loet, 2000). I also 
review descriptions of selection provided in studies that seek to link biological and 
cultural evolution theory (Keesing, 1974; Lewontin, 1968; Pocklington & Best, 1997; 
Rindos,1985).  
Finally, I discuss the requirements of evolution described in Durham’s (1991) 
Coevolution Theory to support the construction of my 2VS model. I argue that existing 
studies do not address theoretical concerns raised in Chapter 1. I suggest that elements 
drawn from Durham’s (1991) requirements of evolution can be integrated within the 
Weick’s Selection Process to develop the Secondary Values Selection Process (2VS) 
model and address these issues. 
In Chapter 1, I explored the application of secondary values as a concept of culture 
in organising.  This included identifying the nature of secondary values and their role in 
selection (Durham 1991). I established the potential to examine the role of secondary 
values as a concept of culture operating in Weick’s (1979) sociocultural model of 
organising.   
This application was argued as enabling examination of the Selection Process, and 
addressing a number of theoretical concerns. I proposed that this study would examine 
the role of secondary values as a driver of the Selection Process by developing the 
Selection Values Selection Process (2VS) model.  
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In Chapter 2 I review literature that considers understandings about selection, as 
presented in a range of theories of evolution. To answer a number of questions raised 
about the Selection Process I identify elements of selection that will support the 
development the 2VS model. Durham’s (1991) requirements for evolution provide these 
elements.  
Key terms used in this chapter include memes. Memes are socially transmitted units 
of information whose success is identifiable by their longevity, fecundity and fidelity 
through cultural selection. Allomemes are a sub-set of memes that guide behaviour.  
This chapter introduces five distinct forms of selection. The term selection is used 
to describe a pervasive evolutionary phenomenon (Goodenough, 1961). The Selection 
Process refers to Weick’s (1979) notion of selection as described within his model of 
organising. Natural selection refers to Darwin’s definition of a selection mechanism 
operating in biological evolution. Secondary values selection is a form of selection 
hypothesised by Durham (1991) in his Coevolution Theory. 2VS, as introduced in 
Chapter 1, describes the sub-system of the Selection Process driven by secondary 
values. 
Evolutionary Approaches in Organisational Studies 
 
This section considers the application of evolution within organisational 
studies. This body of literature includes application of evolutionary concepts in the 
interpretation of organisational change processes. Organisational change studies are 
shown to have adopted a view of evolution as defined by Wright (1968) where, 
“Evolution always … refers … to processes of cumulative change” (p. 1).  
Reflecting on this definition of evolution Hannan and Freeman (1989) suggested 
that: “The formal representation (of this evolutionary perspective) consists of laws 
of transformation that tell how to predict the later state of a system from knowledge 
of earlier states” (p. 17).  
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Dunphy (1996), Van de Ven and Poole (1995) and Weick and Quinn (1999) 
provided reviews of approaches applied in organisational studies to examine 
change processes. In their review, Van de Ven and Poole identified the application 
of four change processes in organisational studies: life cycle, teleological, dialectic 
and evolutionary.  
Van de Ven and Poole (1995) suggested that each approach was 
distinguishable in terms of the units of change and the modes of change described. 
Their analysis of the evolutionary approach to change processes in organisations 
identified a concern with interactions between entities and the application of laws.  
Dunphy (1996) defined the evolutionary process approach to change processes as a 
cyclic one involving enactment, selection and retention, with sensemaking driving 
organisational change. These reviews confirmed the application of laws of 
transformation to describe organisational change.  
Weick and Quinn, (1999) identified a weakness in organisational change research, 
“While work within the past 10 years has become theoretically richer and more 
descriptive, there is a continuing debate about whether change research is developing as 
a cumulative and falsifiable body of knowledge” (p. 363). 
Tushman and Romanelli (1990) concluded that, “What remains lacking is a 
general theory of organizational evolution … a theory which examines both 
internal and external sources of organizational inertia and change and which 
recognises the relative impact of executive leadership on organizational behavior 
over time” (p. 141). The concerns of these writers concurred with the views of 
Weick and Quinn (1999), and reflected a wish to see the implications of laws of 
transformation made available for analysis.  
This literature described laws of transformation to explain organisational change.  
This limited view of evolution did not lend itself to the development of descriptions of 
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the Selection Process. These studies also appeared to have considered the application of 
evolutionary law and processes without application of a particular concept of culture to 
enhance examination. 
The benefit of this evolution perspective identified by Hannan and Freeman (1989) 
was that, “If evolution change is given this broad denotation, there can be little debate 
about the value of evolutionary analysis in organizational research.  In this sense 
evolution analysis just means analysis of change” (p.17). 
In Chapter 1, I proposed that this study could support empirical examination 
through the creation of a 2VS model. The 2VS model is intended to provide a way to 
examine the role of secondary values as a driver of the Selection Process.  This approach 
supports more replicable, and therefore falsifiable, research, as called for by Weick and 
Quinn (1999) who identified the need for evolution approaches to organisational change 
studies to incorporate empirical evaluation. 
Ecological Organisational Theory 
Ecological organisational theorists Hannan and Freeman’s (1989) described two 
other definitions of evolution in addition to the view of evolution concerned with laws 
of transformation previously discussed.  Another definition of evolution was in terms of 
Darwinian principles, and a third defined evolution as synonymous with natural 
selection. (Theories of evolution that adopt these two perspectives are described in the 
following section.)   
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While not committing themselves to one particular definition Hannan and Freeman 
(1989) discussed differences in the way evolution, in terms of these definitions, operated 
in organisational and biological contexts.  The transmission process, the relationship 
between selection and adaption, and the notion of fitness for selection were aspects of 
evolution that they identified as functioning differently in these two contexts. They 
suggested that unlike genetic material, individual organisations could change their form. 
The materials that guide these changes are not past from parents to offsprings as no clear 
parallels for this concept exist in organisations. Finally, they note that organisations can, 
theoretical, continue forever.  This implies that generations are not always relevant in 
organisational contexts where future generations can be acted on by persisting 
organisational forms.  
Hannan and Freeman (1989) also offered warnings about taking an approach that 
required the application of biological evolution theory to organisational change as the 
transmission process presented particular difficulties when attempting to create a fully 
developed organisational evolution theory.  The transmission process was described as 
far more complex in the organisational world than in the biotic one.   
Hannan and Freeman (1989) believed that specification of transmission mechanisms 
would account for the “continuity and cumulative character” (p.19) of the transmission 
process.  The difficulty in providing details of the process was that “change in 
observable characters occurs at the phenotypic level, and the links between phenotypic 
characteristics and genes are all but unknown …” (p. 19). 
To examine the transmission process Hannan and Freeman (1989) focussed on 
transmission rates, that comprised the process, such as merger rates and structural 
change rates.  They chose not to consider the issue of fitness seeing the transmission 
mechanism as too complicated in organisational settings, because in this setting 
adaptation was far more difficult to assess in terms of its consequence.  
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Hannan and Freeman (1989) believed that the narrow definition of evolution as 
natural selection did not even represent the theory as applied in organic evolutionary 
studies.  As a consequence of their examination of organisational populations, Hannan 
and Freeman rejected a unilinear model of the evolutionary process and the views of 
sociocultural evolutionists who supported Spencer’s (1852) suggestion regarding the 
relationship between adaption and fitness:  
We think that the current diversity of organizational forms reflects the 
cumulative effect of a long history of variation and selection, including 
the consequences of founding processes, mortality processes, and merger 
processes.  We also think that organizational selection processes have 
general properties that hold across historical periods.  (p. 20) 
Everett’s (1994, 1996, 1999) work applied Weick’s (1979) model of organising 
within an ecological domain, linking theory in organisational communication with 
organisational ecology. He interpreted Weick’s (1979) model of organising within the 
framework of organisational cultural ecology and explored the evolution of culture in 
organisational populations through the integration of research in organisational 
communication, organisational ecology and anthropology (Everett, 1999).   
Everett’s (1996) identification of the lack of a concept of culture in Weick’s model 
of organising provided the basis for the application of secondary values as a concept of 
culture in the Selection Process in Chapter 1. His identification of the absence of 
empirically testable or replicable features in the model prompts the current examination 
of evolution theory, to identify elements operating in selection that may be applied to 
support the development of the 2VS model. 
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Discussion of applications of evolution in organisational studies above has 
identified ongoing concerns for more empirical studies (Weick and Quinn, 1999).  There 
also appears to be a concern for deeper understandings of the selection as it occurs in 
organisations, and for a more complete organisational evolution theory (Hannan & 
Freeman, 1989).   
None of the theories discussed here have identified elements operating in selection 
or described how selection operates. I now consider descriptions of selection as 
provided in other disciplines’ theories of evolution. The aim of this discussion is to 
determine if any of these descriptions would support understanding of the Selection 
Process and/or the development of a 2VS model. 
Theories of Evolution 
The following review of biological (Darwin, 1859/1958) and cultural (Durham, 
1991; Spencer, 1852) evolutionary theory focuses on understandings about selection.  
Descriptions of selection provided by biological and cultural evolutionary studies are 
considered for their relevance in understanding the Selection Process. The definitions of 
evolution provided by Hannan and Freeman (1989) can be seen operating and being 
articulated within these theories.   
Biological Evolution Theory  
Darwin’s (1859/1958) theory of evolution described natural selection as a process 
involving periods of transition.   He identified geographical groupings as a cause of 
change.  Darwin described adaptation occurring in small, numerous and undirected 
changes over time, descent with modification. Mayr (1982) summarised the five theories 
presented by Darwin as being: 
That the world is not constant …. That all organisms have descended 
from common ancestors …. That this descent, takes place by a continuous 
process of branching from these common ancestors …. That populations 
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are the locus operandi of speciation …. That evolution occurs by natural 
selection … (pp. 506-508). 
In applying these theories, Dobzhansky (1962) argued that there were linkages between 
biological and cultural evolution theory, “Human evolution cannot be understood as a 
purely biological process, nor can it be adequately described as a history of culture. It is 
the interaction of biology and culture” (p. 180). 
This linking of biological and cultural evolution theory can also be seen in the 
works of Mayr (1982) and Simpson (1944). Eldredge (1985) examined the contributions 
of the work of these researchers to evolution theory. He concluded, “I believe that the 
range of phenomena, problems and theory at our disposal today remains pretty much as 
it was in Charles Darwin’s day, with only the notable addition of a formal and 
reasonable theory of inheritance now available” (p. v). 
Cultural Evolution Theory 
Spencer (1852) developed a theory of evolution during the early days of the 
industrial revolution, at a time when classical organisational theory was also in its 
infancy. Spencer’s theory of natural selection was based on the concept of survival of 
the fittest and was readily accepted and used to justify the development of free 
enterprise, private property, and the minimisation of government interference 
(Garbarino, 1977).   
In developing the concept of survival of the fittest, Spencer (1852) drew an analogy 
between the industrial society and the animal world.  He suggested that changes in 
human society and the inorganic and biological worlds could be viewed in terms of 
universal evolution.  
Early anthropologists Lewis Henry Morgan (1871) and Edward Burnett Tylor 
(1871/1958) used evolutionary theory to develop cultural evolution theory that would 
have application across human history.  Their goal in developing theory was to enable 
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systematised comparison within the discipline of anthropology. Each author developed a 
single-line model of evolution involving stages of cultural or social development. They 
differed however in their description of the nature of these developments.  
Morgan focussed on developments in technology, political organisation, kinship 
systems and terminologies, while Tylor also looked for advance in happiness and certain 
moral qualities. Marx (1888) also developed an evolutionary schema very much in the 
materialistic character of the one provided by Morgan.  
White’s (1959) Basic Law of Cultural Evolution described how efficient cultures 
were able to generate excess energy that enabled their evolution.  His work 
demonstrated that the human capacity to apply symbols and symbolisation made the 
cultural mode of adaption possible, and that these symbols had application in describing 
a hierarchy of learning systems that ultimately influenced selection. 
Steward (1967) applied structural modifications and transformations in place of 
symbols and symbolisation to describe cultural evolution. Cultural evolution in this 
context was achieved through internal processes.  Steward acknowledged that a range of 
internal and external factors influenced these internal processes. This definition of 
cultural evolution had application when Steward looked at the transformation of some 
traditional societies on contact with larger state societies.  
In some cases, Steward noted that the traditional societies became part of a totally 
new sociocultural segment and lost their unique character to adopt others. In contrast, he 
found that more gradual change accommodated integration without the loss of all pre-
existing segment characteristics.  From these observations, Steward concluded that 
culture was increasingly responsible for the creation of its environment.  
Sociologist, Luhmann (1975), commented on the interdependence of systems, 
evolution and communication theory, “No matter how abstractly formulated are a 
general theory of systems, a general theory of evolution and a general theory of 
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communication, all three theoretical components are necessary for the specifically 
sociological theory of society. They are mutually interdependent” (Luhmann, 1975, 
p.196). 
Loet (2000) noted that Luhmann’s later work, defined communication as the 
evolutionary operator of the social system, identifying communication as the evolving 
unit in evolution theory. Loet interpreted this to mean that in a social system it was 
communication itself that was evolving: 
The theory of communication now enables us to understand that in the 
case of the social system the complexity of the communication itself is 
evolving. The uncertainty is continuously reorganized by being 
communicated. By implication the communicative competences of human 
carriers of the communication become crucial for their survival. The 
communication is expected to change both substantively and in terms of 
its structure. (p. 283) 
Researchers discussed in this section acknowledge the role of selection in evolution, 
though the selection processes described appear to be influenced by the definition of 
evolution applied (i.e., as a transformation process, as natural selection, or based on 
Darwinian principles).  For Spencer (1852), the driver of selection was survival of the 
fittest, while Morgan (1871), Taylor (1871/1958) and Marx (1888) nominated a range of 
factors including technology, kinship, political systems and moral qualities.   
White (1959) and Steward (1967) applied ideational perspectives and consider the 
human capacity for using symbols and symbolling in guiding selection. Luhmann (1975) 
and Loet (2000) did not discuss selection but nominated communication as the evolving 
unit and drew links between communication, evolution and systems theory. Their views 
were consistent with Weick’s (1979) model of organising that drew similar theoretical 
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links to identify socially transmitted units of information operating in organising 
processes.  
While still concerned with selection inherent in evolution theory, approaches that 
attempted to link cultural and biological evolution theories are provided in a separate 
section.  These approaches are seen as distinct in that they identified a pervasive 
evolutionary system operating across biological and cultural domains.  The focus of this 
body of work was to establish patterns that occurred within the evolutionary system 
while remaining sensitive to the distinguishing elements of evolution seen in the 
biological and cultural worlds. 
Linking Cultural and Biological Evolution Theory 
Goodenough  (1961) described evolution as a pervasive phenomenon to be 
observed at many levels of community and organisational life, its patterns shared by 
cultural and biological evolution theory: 
A community takes its shape and its institutions are established as a result 
of the actions of individual people.  To understand the mechanisms by 
which patterns of community life develop and change, therefore, we must 
consider the individual as well as his community and its institutions…the 
processes going on at one level of organization affect the patterns which 
emerge at higher levels of organization. This is as true of cultural as of 
biological evolution. (p. 521) 
To emphasise the consistent nature of the evolution phenomena, Goodenough  
(1961) described the relationship between the individual and social culture as similar to 
the relationship between the gene and gene pools to phenotypic characteristics of 
isolated populations. (Phenotypic characteristics are genetically and environmentally 
determined features of individuals, including observable attributes such as skin, hair and 
eye colour.) While he warned that biological and cultural evolution were “sufficiently 
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different, however, to make a serious pursuit of the analogy dangerous,” (Goodenough, 
1961, p. 524) he drew comparisons between natural selection in biological evolution 
with the selection process in cultural evolution. 
Lewontin’s (1968) description of the essential qualities of the evolutionary 
perspective provided further support for Goodenough’s (1961) comments:  
… the processes of natural selection and mutation that can be seen 
occurring in the organic world today are assumed to have been operative 
forces in all the past history of life. Moreover, since such forces are 
operating at present, it must be concluded that evolution is still going on. 
A commitment to an evolutionary viewpoint represents a commitment to 
the instability of the present order as well as the past. In its simplest and 
irreducible form evolutionism is the doctrine that change of state is an 
unvarying characteristic of natural systems and human institutions and 
that such change follows immutable laws. (p. 203)  
Keesing (1974) described the value of the application of natural selection within 
cultural evolutionary contexts, “Applying an evolutionary model of natural selection to 
cultural constructions on biological foundations has led anthropologists to ask with 
increasing sophistication how human communities develop particular cultural patterns” 
(p. 74).  He identified four key features of an adaptive cultural system: 
1. Cultural systems involve socially transmitted behaviour patterns; 
2. Cultural change is expressed through processes of adaption and natural selection; 
3. Adaption of culture can be observed occurring in technology, subsistence 
economies and elements of production oriented social organisations, and 
4. Ideation components of cultural systems may have adaptive consequences.  
In contrast, Rindos (1985) observed that Darwinian selectionism had become “the 
unchallenged paradigm for explaining change in the organic world” (p. 68). He noted 
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that little work had been done to enable the application of selectionism to change in 
cultural systems. To explain this lack of development Hallpike (1986) and Pocklington 
and Best (1997) considered that drawing the analogy between biological and cultural 
evolution was made difficult by lack of empirical evidence of evolution in cultural 
systems.  
Pocklington and Best argued that finding and describing units of cultural selection 
would be an important first step in model construction.  They argued that, “… unit of 
cultural evolution is essential … until the units of cultural evolution are formally 
modeled and empirically detected, the entire body of theory lies in a precarious 
situation” (p. 82).  
Discussion of analogies and links drawn between biological and cultural evolution 
theory confirmed the integral role of selection in evolution theory, and the continuing 
issue of identifying elements of selection that operate as units of cultural evolution. 
Establishing units of cultural evolution was identified as essential in the development of 
an empirical model (Pocklington & Best, 1997). While acknowledging the distinct 
contribution and features of evolution operating in different disciplines, researchers have 
suggested that analogies between cultural and biological evolution theory are both 
relevant and potentially valuable. Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory further 
developed the synthesis suggested by these analogies.  
Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory 
Durham (1991) provided three compelling reasons for supporting the development 
of a genuine theory of cultural evolution. First, he saw that it would help explain and 
support the concept of cultural change.  Second, he believed that by recognising the 
diachronic dimension of culture, greater understanding of the concept of culture would 
be achieved.  
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Durham (1991) described this expanded understanding as including three 
dimensions of culture analysis.  The horizontal dimension was concerned with semiotic 
analysis of meaning that supported understanding of the conceptual world of people in a 
culture. The vertical dimension provided for analysis aimed at predicting or explaining 
human behaviour.  Historical analysis provided the evolutionary dimension that looked 
at how codes emerged over time.  This analysis enhanced the depth of other dimensions 
by explaining how codes came to be and how they had been influenced by behaviour 
over time. 
Durham’s (1991) final reason for the development of cultural evolutionary theory 
was the role it played in accounting for the development of ideational systems and the 
influence of ideational systems on understandings of the concept of culture. Having 
established a need for further development of cultural evolution theory, Durham 
developed a Coevolution Theory that sought to synthesise biological and cultural 
evolutionary theories.  
Laland, Kumm, Feldman (1995) argued: 
Ideational theories of culture are an important and comparatively recent 
development in cultural theory (Keesing, 1974); those that treat cultures 
as cognitive systems are proving to have a major impact on the human 
sciences (Goodenough, 1961; Keesing, 1974; Durham, 1991; Plotkin, 
1994), and attempts to operationalize the units of cultural transmission 
are among the most exciting developments in cultural theory ... (p.152). 
This statement described the contribution of Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory and 
supports the sociocultural evolution perspective adopted by this study. Further, it 
supports the aim of this study to develop a 2VS model with observable and replicable 
elements.  
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By describing Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory as an ideational theory they 
suggested that it treated culture as a pool of knowledge held in individual systems, 
transmitted as semi-autonomous units. They advocated the use of models of evolution to 
simplify the world, to support an understanding of complex systems, and facilitate 
empirical research.  
Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory drew together the genetic and cultural laws 
of transmission and transformation.  In doing this, he was sensitive to the lack of 
acceptance of evolution theory in the social sciences.  He challenged this lack of 
acceptance, suggesting it was due to erroneous beliefs about evolution theory (i.e., that it 
was concerned with progress or improvement, genetic selection and genetic systems) 
consistent with application of a definition of evolution as nature selection.   
To counter these beliefs Durham presented Darwin’s (1859/1958) view that the 
selection was concerned with descent with modification. This definition implied that 
many things, including culture, could evolve and left open the possibility of a range of 
drivers and outcomes of evolution. Like Eldredge (1985), he supported the concept of a 
better fit rather than best fit, anticipating that this definition of natural selection would 
be more acceptable to social scientists.  This debate is presented to explain the view of 
selection and evolution applied in Durham’s Coevolution Theory, and to argue for its 
application in the development of the 2VS model.  
Durham (1991) identified five system requirements for evolution (i.e., units of 
selection, sources of variation, mechanisms of transmission, processes of 
transformation, sources of isolation) in his Coevolution Theory that featured three 
processes (i.e., variation or adaptation, selection and retention). Description and analysis 
of these requirements will enable identification of elements that may be integrated 
within the 2VS model. 
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Units of Selection 
 
Memes are the units of selection that constitute the first system requirement in 
Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory. Durham described memes as interacting with 
other memes, genes and the broader environment and being analogous to genes in 
biological evolution. Other units of selection that were reviewed by Durham included: 
Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman’s (1981) second order organisms, and Lumsden & Wilson’s 
(1981) culturegens. Arguments favouring the use of memes are numerous (Dawkins, 
1976, 1982; Durham, 1991; Pocklington & Best, 1997).  
For this study there are two compelling arguments for applying memes. One is that 
they have already been integrated into Durham’s theory. The second is that they are 
observable and examinable units addressing qualitative and quantitative features of 
communication units as postulated by Weick (1979) in his model of organising.   
Dawkins (1976) originated the meme concept and provided a broader understanding 
of how it operated.  Information about the meme is provided to explain its application in 
Durham’s (1991) theory and its potential application in the 2VS model.  Dawkins 
defined memes as successful units of selection, identifiable by their longevity, fecundity 
and fidelity through the selection process: 
Selection favours memes which exploit their cultural environment to their 
own advantage.  This cultural environment consists of other memes 
which are also being selected. The meme pool therefore comes to have 
the attributes of an evolutionarily stable set, which new memes find it 
hard to invade. (pp. 213-14) 
Both genes and memes, according to Dawkins (1986), were prone be selected for 
their better fit: 
… if most people in a population accept it, it can not be bettered by an 
alternative strategy … the best strategy for an individual depends on what 
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the majority of the population are doing … each one trying to maximise 
his own success. (p. 215) 
Sources of Variation 
  
Allomemes was a term used by Durham (1991) to describe the creation of 
potentially new memes or variations to existing memes. Durham described allomemes 
as sources of variation, his second system requirement for evolution. He noted two types 
of variation with respect to cultural evolution. The first involved the introduction of new 
ideas, allomemes, into the population.  The second involved the selection of allomemes 
leading to evolution of culture.   
Durham suggested that allomemes were created and encountered at times of 
problem solving or decision making, and were visible during social transmission. 
Sources of variation were described as integral to evolution; without these there would 
be no potential for the evolution of the cultural system.  
Durham (1991) described allomemes as a sub-set of memes.  Memes represented 
the units of information that were socially transmitted by people within an environment. 
Durham argued that this transmission was “ ... capable of some kind of effect, however 
large or small, on the relationship between individuals (and/or groups of individuals) 
and their social and natural environments ... ” (p. 422). 
Mechanisms of Transmission 
 
Durham’s (1991) third system requirement was mechanisms of transmission of 
variation.  These were seen in forms of communications or interactions between 
individuals or collections of individuals referred to as reference groups.  Reference 
groups would be required within large populations.  These homogenous groups would 
have different forces acting on them, resulting in varying rates of change. 
The complexity of cultural transmission was explained in terms of the nature of 
genes and memes. Unlike genes, memes could be blended and could have existed 
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exomatically.  This exomatic quality allowed memes, once generated, to be reserved or 
stored on computers or in books.  This enabled them to exist apart from their social 
transmission between individuals.  
The mechanisms of transmission could lead to variation, blending or mutation of 
allomemes either through errors of copying, or learning, or creation of new knowledge. 
Durham (1991) suggested that continued transmission of allomemes and memes was 
requirement for evolution.  
Durham (1991) believed values, a sub-set of memes, influenced the transmission 
mechanism that communicated organisational culture to individuals. Primary values 
were defined as genetically determined values and therefore not open to selection. 
Secondary values were defined as the broader cultural values shared by individuals. To 
be selected as secondary values memes were tested for fitness with primary and 
secondary values.  
Durham advised that, “More formally, cultural fitness can be described as an 
allomeme’s expected relative rate of social transmission and use within a sub population 
… For analytical purposes, cultural fitness can be estimated by a measure I will call 
‘replicative success’”  (p. 194). 
Primary values were described as having durability for the lifetime of the 
individual. In contrast, individuals, during their interactions in the environment derived 
secondary values. Pugh (1978) described secondary values as the consequence or 
culmination of collective experience and social history.  
Unlike primary values (i.e., predetermined values such as sensory perceptions), 
secondary values were determined by social transmission. An identifying feature of 
secondary values was that they relied on social transmission for their persistence.  
Because of this, Durham (1991) defined them as an integral part of the cultural system, 
suggesting:  
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…secondary values are thus bona fide memes, and this fact endows the 
cultural inheritance system with an interesting and important property, it 
can be self selecting … I use the term “self-selection” to refer to the 
capability of the cultural system to influence the direction and rates of its 
own evolutionary change. This capability stems from the influence that 
memes can have as secondary values in the human decision system .… In 
this way, culture can share in the causation of its own dynamics. (p. 201)  
Schaverien and Cosgrove (1999) identified tertiary level values as interacting with 
secondary and primary values through the transmission process.  They suggested that 
tertiary level values could act to the detriment of primary and secondary values in the 
interests of the survival of the organisation.  
While acknowledging Schaverien and Cosgrove’s (1999) view, it is not clear how 
to distinguish tertiary values from secondary values. Schaverien and Cosgrove believed 
the transmission process provided for the testing of fitness of different allomemes as did 
Durham (1991) they described tertiary values as being held by a group of individuals, as 
were secondary values.  
There is no indication of tertiary values operating within an organisation or a 
culture independently of individuals. There is no identification of a separate entity 
contributing uniquely to the transmission or transformation process. Since no quality is 
provided to distinguish tertiary and secondary values in the transmission or 
transformation process, this study does not employ tertiary values in the 2VS model.  
Dawkins (1976) held a similar view to Durham (1991) about transmission, though 
he did not apply the term allomeme. While genetic transmission relied on genes, 
Dawkins suggested that cultural transmission relied on memes. Attributes of memes 
included their role as replicator and, similar to genes, could be measured in terms of 
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their longevity, fecundity and fidelity.  A meme could be transmitted many times and 
through this transmission reinforced itself and other memes.  
Dawkins (1976) described selection as part of the transmission process,  “Cultural 
transmission is analogous to genetic transmission in that, although basically 
conservative, it can give rise to a form of evolution” (p. 203). While accepting that the 
rate of evolution of culture could be much faster than biological evolution, as viewed in 
fashion, art, architecture, religion, Dawkins described the transmission processes as 
similar.   
Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman (1981) described another model of cultural 
transmission, though this did not account for group decision making or distinguish 
between primary and secondary values. Similarly, Boyd and Richerson (1985) 
considered guided variation and biased transmission, but did not consider the variety of 
forces acting on these.   
Plotkin (1994) described a transmission device in the form of language that could 
move memes in space and conserve them in time. His view was that differential 
selection, differential transmission and differential conservation of memes over time 
would lead to change in memes and descent with modification of culture: 
Indeed in recent years biologists with an interest in culture have come to 
assume that cultural change is the result of the same evolutionary 
processes as those responsible for evolution as more conventionally 
understood.  The mechanisms are obviously different … but the process 
of variation, of the selection of the small subset of variants, and the 
propagation or transmission are the same. (p. 215) 
Process of Transformation  
 
Eldredge (1985) and Durham (1991) suggested better fit, as being achieved through 
the process of transformation.  The process Durham described involved the selection of 
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allomemes. The success of an allomeme in selection could be seen in its replication, 
with the successful allomeme's increasing longevity, fecundity and fidelity leading to its 
transformation into a meme. Durham (1991) described this transformation as memetic 
conversion; the creation of a new meme had potential to result in the evolution of 
organisational culture.  
Durham (1991) believed that the selection of memes was determined to some extent 
by secondary values selection.  Durham described conveyance forces (e.g., primary 
values) and non-conveyance forces (e.g., secondary values) as the most significant 
categories driving transformation.  Of these, he determined that cultural selection - value 
guided decision making by human beings - was the most significant general process of 
cultural transformation. His hypothesis was that secondary value selection was the 
single most important cultural transformation in human population and that secondary 
values were a main but not sole means of cultural evolution.  
Durham (1991) argued that secondary values could be seen operating at any level 
where decision making occurred, including at collective and individual levels.  The 
consequence of secondary values could be gradualistic or punctuated cultural change, or 
a range of combinations of the two. These values could be used to predict outcomes, to 
enable rational preselection and to provide a basis for learning from past experiences 
and their consequences.   
In looking at the way secondary values operated, Durham (1991) suggested that 
their selection was based on intentional directed action occurring within the context of 
social and cultural constraints. Much like genetic selection, Durham indicated that 
secondary value selection favoured variants that afford better fit with the existing 
system.  
Sources of Isolation   
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Durham’s (1991) final requirement for evolution was sources of isolation. 
Eldredge (1985) considered that isolation kept species at their peak and was 
therefore “adaptively advantageous” (p. 33). He observed that in isolation, while the 
chances of variation were diminished by the limited sources of variation, the chances 
of retention were increased. Dobzhansky (1937/1982) questioned this, arguing that in 
a context where variation may be necessary, where fitness of the existing variation 
needed to be tested, the isolation approach may act against survival, offering limited 
opportunities for variation.  
Durham (1991) considered that cultural divergence resulted from cultural isolation 
and independent transformation of the isolates through migration or cultural drift. He 
saw this as consistent with his proposal that cultural selection enabled transformation 
and guided the evolutionary divergence of cultures. He stated “... my hypotheses assign 
causal priority to the processes of decision making, including both choice and 
imposition, by human actors, and that I view secondary value selection as the chief 
agent of cultural change” (p. 462). 
Durham (1991) used a series of case studies as samples of cultural diversity to test 
his hypothesis. While satisfied with the case study approach, he identified the need for 
more refined and complex studies.  
In identifying and becoming familiar with Durham’s (1991) system requirements 
for evolution, a series of elements involved in selection have been identified. In Chapter 
3 I will integrate elements identified in Durham’s requirements for evolution within 
Weick’s (1979) model of organising to support the development of a 2VS model.  
Conclusion 
In Chapter 2, I described the application of evolution theory in a number of 
disciplines.  I also identified a common interest in developing understandings about the 
nature of selection. Concerns about the selection process identified included the 
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complexity of the cultural transmission process, and the lack of a unit of analysis. 
Literature presented confirmed the need for a better understanding of selection broadly, 
and the Selection Process specifically.  
The review concluded with a discussion of Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory. 
This theory, more completely than other approaches, addressed the issues of the 
transmission process and units of analysis, by employing the concept of memes. Durham 
also described secondary values, reference group and the concept of better fit operating 
in selection.   
In Chapter 3, the Selection Process as described in Weick’s (1979) model of 
organising provides the framework for developing the Secondary Values Selection 
Process (2VS) model. Component features of Durham’s (1991) requirements for 
evolution are used to create this model. In keeping with Weick’s focus on how it 
happens, the 2VS model describes how this process operates and provides for its 
empirically examination. 
+The 2VS model integrates aspects of Durham’s (1991) requirements for 
evolution including: secondary values as a conveyance force; memes as observable 
socially transmitted cultural units; reference groups as cultural carriers and 
replicators of memes; and better fit with secondary values as a driver in 2VS. This 
study argues that empirical examination of a sub-system of the Selection Process will 
be enabled by the development of a model. The 2VS model provides a framework for 
examining how elements (i.e., secondary values, memes and reference groups) 
operating in 2VS relate to each other and influence the creation of memes from 
selection. 
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CHAPTER THREE – THE 2VS MODEL 
 
Overview of Chapter 
This chapter develops the Secondary Values Selection Process (2VS) model. 
Initially, Weick’s (1979) model of organising is replicated and discussed to establish a 
view of the Selection Process. The Selection Process is then isolated and the creation of 
the Secondary Values Selection Process (2VS) model initiated by redefining information 
inputs to the Selection Process as memes (Dawkins, 1976).  Application of memes in the 
2VS model supports examination of 2VS, as memes are information units that can be 
observed and replicated.  
Key elements of 2VS are introduced through this chapter. The memes operating 
within the 2VS are shown to include dominant secondary values (Vsd). These values are 
attributed to reference groups (Rg). These groups are shown to act as cultural carriers of 
numerous secondary values (Vs) and to nominate more influential and important values, 
defined as Vsd, to guide 2VS. Memes from enactment (Me), memes from selection (Ms), 
and memes from retention (Mr) are other information units social transmitted in the 
2VS.  The names of these indicate their process source. Each element introduced (i.e., 
Me, Ms, Mr, Vsd, Vs, Rg, 2VS) is integrated within the 2VS model. 
The 2VS model answers the major research question: What is the role of secondary 
values in the Selection Process? Creation of this model builds on the proposal that 
secondary values are a concept of culture observable in the Selection Process, and that 
secondary values guide a sub-system of the Selection Process.  The 2VS model 
describes this sub-system.  
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Issues addressed by the 2VS model 
2VS is a culturally guided selection mechanism.  It is a sub-system of the Selection 
Process as described by Weick (1979) in his model of organising.  Weick’s model 
applied sociocultural evolution principles to illustrate how the processes of enactment, 
selection and retention operated within organising.  
Development of the 2VS model addresses two problems Everett (1996) identified 
with Weick’s model of organising. First, Weick’s model of organising failed to specify a 
concept of culture and second, the interlocked behaviour cycles of Weick’s model of 
organising were “largely invisible to retrospective analysis” (Everett, p. 181). These 
problems meant that organising was not open to empirical examination, because the 
model could not generate a verifiable body of knowledge. Everett saw these issues as 
providing challenges for studies “that attempt to move Weick’s model in a truly 
sociocultural direction” (p. 181).   
Everett (1996) argued that the imperative for including a concept of culture in 
Weick’s model of organising was that it drew from sociocultural evolution theory. He 
believed the absence of a concept of culture in Weick’s (1979) model constrained its 
potential to be informed by anthropological approaches. I argue that the isolation and 
integration of a concept of culture within Weick’s model of organising will enable 
examination of the Selection Process.  
Secondary values are described as a concept of culture that can be observed 
operating in the Selection Process. The Secondary Values Selection Process (2VS) 
model describes a sub-system of Weick’s (1979) Selection Process, where:  
 secondary values (Vs) represent an observable concept of culture of reference 
groups (Rg) operating in the 2VS; 
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 dominant secondary values (Vsd), a sub-set of secondary values (Vs), act as 
drivers of the 2VS, and  
 the outcome of 2VS is the creation of memes from selection (Ms) that may 
influence the evolution of the organisational culture and the perpetuation of the 
reference group (Rg) as a cultural carrier. 
Key terms used in this chapter include a number of meme types. Memes, as 
described in the previous chapter, are socially transmitted units of information. The sub-
groups of memes applied within the 2VS model are memes from enactment (Me), 
memes from selection (Ms), memes from retention (Mr), secondary values (Vs), and 
dominant secondary values (Vsd). Vsd are the sub-group of secondary values that drive 
the Secondary Values Selection Process (2VS) (see also Glossary of Terms).  
Three other elements of the 2VS model are reference groups (Rg), inclusive fitness 
and cultural fitness. In the 2VS model Rg are collections of individuals who share 
common secondary values (Vs). In the 2VS model dominant secondary values (Vsd), are 
nominated by Rg to guide the testing of memes for better fit. In the 2VS model, Vsd 
support the perpetuation of Rg as the cultural carriers.  The model developed describes 
Vs as a concept of culture observable in the sub-system of the Selection Process.  
Weick’s (1979) Model of Organising 
Weick (1979) suggested that organising involved three processes (i.e., enactment, 
selection and retention).  The enactment process described the actions and behaviours of 
individuals who could generate new information inputs. Individuals’ participation in 
collective decision making activities was considered as part of the Selection Process. 
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Storage and sharing of consistently held organisational information was the focus of the 
retention process.   
Each organising process was described as concerned to reduce the equivocality of 
the information being socially transmitted within the organising system. The 
relationships between the processes in Weick's (1979) model of organising are 
illustrated below (Figure 1). 
 + + + 
Ecological Change   Enactment  Selection  Retention 
 
  +/-  +/- 
 
Figure 1 Weick’s Model of Organizing (p.132, 1979) 
 
Weick’s (1979) model of organising, seen in Figure 1, depicted the enactment and 
retention processes as the sources of information input to the Selection Process.  The 
model described a direct relationship from the enactment and selection to selection and 
retention respectively, as indicated by the “+”.  This implied a direct correlation between 
the activity in one process and its impact on the level of activity in the next.  
The movement of information from retention to selection and enactment may be 
direct or inverse, as indicated by the “+/-”.  This ensured the potential for the organising 
system to be self-controlling. If all relationships in the system were direct, “+”, a build 
up or decline of activity in one process would result in an uncontrollable and 
unsustainable spiralling effect within the system (Weick, 1969).  
The focus of Weick’s (1979) model of organising, as illustrated in Figure 1 was the 
relationships between the processes operating in the organising system.  This system 
described the social transmission of information between processes. Within this system, 
Weick described the Selection Process as being concerned with the collective decision 
making. During this process groups were described as seeking to make sense of 
information gleaned from enacted environments in the context of information held in the 
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retention process. The 2VS model describes a sub-system of the Selection Process 
where secondary values act to guide the Selection Process. 
The 2VS Model 
 
Information inputs and their role in the 2VS 
 
As a first step in the creation of the 2VS model, the Selection Process is isolated 
from the broader system, while retaining its features as depicted in Figure 1.  To create 
an operational 2VS model Weick’s (1979) information inputs are redefined, as 
observable units operating within the Selection Process.  
Pocklington and Best (1997) considered identification of these units as fundamental 
to enhancing understanding of cultural evolution. Durham (1991), when looking at key 
components of cultural evolutionary theory, also approached this issue first: “The first 
challenge, of course, is to identify the units of the system that are capable of replication 
and thus of sequential transformation” (p. 187). 
Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory recommended that information units be 
depicted as memes. The term meme was introduced by Dawkins (1976) and can be 
defined as “the unit of information that is conveyed from one brain to another during 
cultural transmission … the functional unit of cultural transmission.” (Durham, 1991, 
pp. 188-189).  Other possible units developed in other research include Cavalli and 
Feldman’s (1981) second order organisms and Lumsden and Wilson’s (1981) 
culturegen.  
Memes allow for the greatest variety of transmission mechanisms within a given 
definition of the information unit (Pocklington & Best, 1997).  Memes also offer a 
conceptual linkage with broader evolution theory, having similarity in title and role to 
their biological evolution equivalent genes (Durham 1991).  This definition is consistent 
with Weick’s (1979) conceptualisation of these inputs as socially transmitted 
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information. Memes are incorporated as the information inputs to the Selection Process, 
as illustrated below (Figure 2).  
 
    
  Me   Mr  
(Memes from Enactment)  (Memes from Retention) 
        
  
 
 Ms 
(Memes from Selection) 
 
Figure 2 The 2VS model (1) 
 Weick (1979) identified that the intersection of these information units with a 
group initiated the Selection Process. He considered that until these inputs intersected 
with groups the Selection Process could not operate. This emphasised the fundamental 
importance of memes and their transmission; without these the organising system would 
not operate.  
A distinction is made between the memes drawn from the enactment and retention 
processes through the labelling of these as memes from enactment (Me) and memes 
from retention (Mr). This distinction is significant. While Me are ideational variations 
generated by individuals operating in the enactment environment, Mr represent retained, 
shared knowledge about the organising system. Memes from selection (Ms) represent 
the output from the process. This distinction will be further examined as the 2VS model 
is developed.  
Figure 2 takes two steps towards the creation of the 2VS model.  First, it isolates 
Weick’s (1979) description of the Selection Process, effectively removing the enactment 
and retention processes.  Second, it refines the nature of the information units involved 
in the Selection Process by depicting them as memes. Memes in the 2VS model 
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represent ideational units that are observable, measurable and replicable.  The 
information in these memes can be transformed through social transmission within the 
2VS.  
The 2VS is depicted as a square in Figure 2. This is consistent with Weick (1979) 
description of the Selection Process as “a black hole” (p. 175). His model of organising 
depicted the information that went into and came out of the Selection Process, but did 
not provide details of how the Selection Process acted on information inputs, or 
generated outputs. Further, his information inputs were not empirically observable.  
Responding to these weaknesses, the 2VS model will describe secondary values (Vs) 
guiding the 2VS, and use memes to depict observable and replicable information inputs 
operating in the process.   
Weick (1979) believed that the Selection Process applied tools to make decisions 
about the enacted environment. These were applied to reduced equivocality in the 
organising system. He identified criteria as tools that assisted in decision making within 
the Selection Process.  Operationalising these criteria within the 2VS model is the goal 
of the next section. 
Criteria and their role in the 2VS  
Weick (1979) believed selection criteria, or decision premises (Simon, 1957), 
were selected for application in each decision making process and represented a view of 
reality in the Selection Process.  Weick accepted that criteria were selected for 
application in each decision making process but was unable to describe how to identify, 
measure or ordered them. He suggested that: 
… even though criteria are abundant, one need not assume that an infinite 
number are used. Furthermore, it is probable that criteria exist in 
hierarchies, so that some are more important and applied more frequently 
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than others … selection criteria become lodged more in the decision 
makers than in the environment. What the decision makers attend to and 
enact, the cues they use, why they use those cues, their patterns of 
inattention, and their processes for scanning and monitoring all become 
more influential as sources of selection criteria.  Reality as perceived by 
the members becomes more the source of selection within the 
organization than does reality as perceived by some omniscient, less 
involved observer. (p. 125) 
Weick’s (1979) statement articulated the notion of a shared reality of organisational 
members. While he did not use the term organisational culture, this study adopts this 
interpretation of his description of reality in organising in order to move the model in a 
sociocultural direction, as advocated by Everett (1996). Secondary values (Vs), a sub-set 
of memes, are integrated into the 2VS model, to provide an enhanced conceptualisation 
of criteria. Vs, a sub-set of memes, are quantifiable and qualifiable. I propose that Vs are 
influential cultural phenomenon operating and therefore observable in 2VS. The 
introduction of Vs into the 2VS model is intended to support cultural analysis of the 
Selection Process.  
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  Me  Mr  
   
 
 
 
 
Ms 
 
Figure 3 The 2VS model (1) 
To support the incorporation of secondary values into the model, and to explore its 
implications, a discussion of the applications of Schein (1992) espoused values in 
collective decision making, and Durham’s (1991) secondary values in secondary values 
selection is provided. Schein (1992) suggested that espoused values provided a view of 
culture operating in group decision making in organisations. Espoused values 
represented the cultural entities that provided the justifications for group decision 
making.  
Schein (1992) described cognitive transformation occurring when an individually 
held value was shared and became part of the reality for a group. Schein also argued 
that, “The concept of culture is most useful if it helps to explain some of the more 
seemingly incomprehensible and irrational aspects of groups and organisations” (p. 15). 
 In this study the application of Vs as a concept of culture supports description and 
analysis of a sub-system of the Selection Process, through the creation of a 2VS model. 
Durham (1991) depicted secondary values as a form of meme that influenced the 
cultural selection of variables for replication. Cultural selection refers to “the differential 
social transmission of cultural variants through human decision making, or simply as 
‘preservation by preference’ ” (Durham 1991, p. 198). Secondary values were described 
as cultural entities because:  
 Vs1            
Vs2  
                         Vs3  
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they exist as socially transmitted ideational phenomena and they form an 
integral part of local cultural systems …. the values have their own 
cultural evolution history. In the terminology advanced here, secondary 
values are thus bona fide memes, and this fact endows the cultural 
inheritance system with an interesting and important property: it can be 
self selecting. (p. 201)  
 This implied that the cultural system could influence its own rate and direction of 
evolutionary change. Durham (1991) described secondary values as influencing human 
decision making by providing the criteria for the evaluation of information inputs. 
Secondary values set the standards for evolutionary fitness that influenced the selection 
of allomemes.  He described a role for secondary values in guiding memetic conversion, 
providing a crucial link between the meaning of cultural phenomena and their 
evolutionary persistence. Durham proposed: 
... that secondary value selection is the main but not exclusive means of 
cultural evolutionary change.  In other words, I suggest that the single 
most important force of cultural transformation derives from the 
secondary-value-driven decisions of culture carriers .… Unlike genetic 
selection, for example, secondary value selection can operate on a 
collective as well as individual level - indeed at any level where decisions 
are made within a subpopulation .... By implication, this one causal 
mechanism of secondary value selection can cause both gradualistic and 
punctuated cultural change, as well as many combinations and 
integrations thereof. (pp. 204-205) 
I propose within the 2VS model that Weick’s (1979) criteria be operationalised as 
Vs, a concept of culture operating in the 2VS. As a form of meme Vs can be observed 
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and replicated and provide the criteria for cultural selection of other memes. 
Examination of Vs operating in 2VS allows for consideration of the influence of culture 
on the Selection Process.  
Dominant Secondary Values  
Weick (1979) believed that criteria were hierarchical in nature and that some would 
be applied more frequently than others.  Schein (1992) suggested the potential for a 
variety of different types of values. Similarly, in the 2VS model, through the 
introduction of dominant secondary values (Vsd), I acknowledge the potential for a sub-
group of secondary values to act in particular cultural selection processes. 
 
 
    
  Me  Mr  
   
 
 
 
Ms 
 
Figure 4 The 2VS model (2) 
The concept of Vsd is applied in the 2VS model to denote particular secondary 
values (Vs) nominated for use in particular 2VS. Vsd are a sub-group of Vs, nominated 
for application in a particular 2VS on the basis of their influence or importance.  
The nomination of Vsd is consistent with three expectations of Vs and Vsd.  One, in 
keeping with Weick’s (1979) criteria, is the potential existence of numerous Vs. The 
second is the expectation that Vs are, like Weick’s criteria, hierarchical in nature, and 
that only some of these will be nominated for application in a particular 2VS. The third 
is that a mechanism, in keeping with Durham’s notion that culture is self-selecting, sees 
 Vsd1            
Vsd2  
                        Vsd3 
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Vs applied in 2VS to nominate Vsd This is also consistent with Weick's (1979) 
description of rules as prescriptive information applied in the identification of the most 
influential and important criteria.  
To summarise, Weick (1979) described criteria as constituting the reality of the 
members of a group in the Selection Process.  To provide a sociocultural view of a sub-
system of the Selection Process it is argued that these criteria, defined as Vs, constitute a 
form of organisational culture. A parallel is drawn between Weick’s criteria operating in 
the Selection Process to suggest that Vsd guide the 2VS. Identification of Vs and Vsd as 
memes makes them observable cultural values that can be used to describe or viewed 
operating in 2VS. 
Fitness  
 
To highlight the cultural Selection Process occurring, the 2VS model below 
includes a symbol (+/-) to denote the testing of memes for better fit in the process.  This 
symbol denotes Me as the only element of the model that may be accepted or rejected in 
2VS, as illustrated by the symbol (+/-).  
 
 +/-Me     
 
   
 
 
 
Ms 
 
Figure 5 The 2VS model (3) 
Figure 5 also illustrates Vsd as entities housed within the 2VS.  While it may be 
anticipated that there are many other Vs resident in the Selection Process it has been 
argued that a limited number are nominated to operate within a given 2VS.  Further, it 
 Vsd1            
Vsd2  
                        Vsd3 
Mr 
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has been suggested that self selection, using Vs, provides for the nomination of Vsd 
operating within a 2VS.  The +/- symbol is used to indicate the memes that initiate the to 
2VS.  
The next step in the creation of the 2VS model acknowledges Weick’s (1979) 
requirement that the Selection Process differs from the enactment process because it 
involves groups and their shared realities, rather than ideas and actions of individuals. 
The context described by Schein (1992) for observing espoused values is also concerned 
with group level activity.  Durham (1991) suggested that secondary values as cultural 
entities could operate at the individual of group based level.  
Collectives and their role in 2VS   
Weick (1969) drew a distinction between the enactment and Selection Processes, 
affirming the centrality of collective decision making in the Selection Process:  
Up until the information reaches the selection process, it is pragmatically 
conditioned by the materials of the individual actor. His interests, and his 
interests alone, determine the meaning.  But when this information is 
passed along to the selection process, collective rather than individual 
pragmatics control the establishment of meaning … information which is 
unequivocal for the individual can be equivocal and problematic for the 
system. (Weick, 1969, p. 70) 
Weick (1969) confirmed that while individuals act in enactment processes to 
develop new information inputs, they act as part of a collective in the Selection Process 
to reduce the equivocality of these inputs. Weick (1979) envisaged individuals in 
collectives applying communication behaviours to reduce equivocality and enable 
sensemaking within the model of organising. This distinguishes between the activities of 
individuals operating in the Selection Process for the needs of the collective, and actions 
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and behaviours of individuals operating in the enactment process to address their own 
concerns: 
… selection consists of criteria built up from collective action, criteria 
that maintain, collective action, and the implications of any given 
individual input for the functioning of the collective structure necessarily 
are different than they are for the individual. (Weick, 1969, p. 70)   
Asch (1952) also explored the nature of the group process. He distinguished 
between the role of the individual when operating in a group and when operating as an 
individual. To explain some of the distinctions between these roles and views, he 
suggested, of the group process, that:  
… it is a process in which individuals play an extraordinary role, 
confronting us with a type of part-whole relation unprecedented in nature. 
 It is the only part-whole relation that depends on the recapitulation of the 
structure of the whole in the part … Physically individuals are discrete; 
functionally they are members of groups; but they can be the latter only 
when the group is part of their view.  The individual is the kind of group 
member who has the possibility of comprehending the group itself, its 
tendencies and its values. (p. 257) 
Within his Coevolution Theory, Durham (1991) identified and described reference 
groups. Durham defined reference groups as collections of individuals in space and time 
that share options, experience, consequences and patterns of transmission:  
… within any given population, I would expect cultural evolution to be 
driven by different forces, or proceed in different directions, or both, 
within each of the sub populations defined in this manner … it will often 
be essential – particularly in complex societies – to subdivide large 
enthnolinguistic populations into the appropriate number of smaller and 
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homogeneous reference groups, and to look at the forces and directions of 
change within each of them …. To identify reference groups is to 
acknowledge the simple fact that cultural evolution is intrinsically a 
political process.  (p. 211) 
Thayer (1968) provided another definition of reference groups from an 
organisational communication perspective. His definition emphasised the cultural nature 
of the reference group:  
A reference group is any group or aggregate or any other categorizable 
set of people, with whom an individual identifies himself, or from which 
he derives certain aspects of his consensual (normative) reality … the 
sharing of certain concepts, values, norms, beliefs, interpretations of the 
world, and so forth - as a basis for achieving normative or consensual 
models of the world … (a) cultural group … to which an individual refers 
his behaviour. (p. 49) 
I use these perspectives as a basis to operationalise Weick’s (1979) idea of a 
collective within the 2VS model. The addition of reference groups (Rg) to the 2VS 
model provides the model with the carriers of the cultural phenomenon (i.e., Vs) and the 
interactors involved in social transmission.  These Rg are identified by the meanings 
they share that shape their organisational reality.  These shared meanings are expressed 
in terms of their culture (Vs), as socially transmitted.  
I suggested that when 2VS is initiated (i.e., when Rg encounter Me) members of the 
reference group (Rg) will nominate Vsd, to act in that particular 2VS. The nomination of 
Vsd will be in terms of their perceived potential to support perpetuation of Rg as a 
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cultural carrier of Vs.  This is consistent with Durham’s (1991) concept of a cultural 
fitness function.  He used this to consider the influence of meme selection on the 
perpetuation of the cultural carrier.  It is also consistent with Dawkins (1976) 
description of the selfish meme and related notions of altruism. 
Ms is the meme created by the 2VS and its creation signals the completion of the 
2VS. These memes are created to have better fit with Vsd operating in the 2VS (i.e., the 
new cultural variant is accepted on the basis of its better fit with selected cultural 
variants.).  It is suggested therefore that 2VS is not concerned with issues affecting the 
broader organising system, but with the perpetuation of the Rg as a cultural carrier. This 
is in keeping with comments provided by Skinner (1969) and Weick (1979).  
Behavioural psychologist, Skinner (1969) found that in some cases, selection may 
be functional, in others dysfunctional, and often implications for function were too 
complex to predict. Skinner noted that selection could result in unexpected effects.  
These effects could have a positive and/or negative impact on the organism. He 
considered that the likelihood of selection resulting in useless structures or functions 
increased, as the organism became more sensitive to contingencies. Weick (1979) 
concluded from Skinner’s comments that Selection Processes were not infallible and 
that, “This point can be appreciated only if we free ourselves from the notion that 
selection is for environmental advantage” (Weick, p.127). In later work, Weick 
introduced cases studies, further highlighting the fallibility of the process (Weick, 
2001). The 2VS model frees the Selection Process from environmental advantage issues 
by expressing fitness in terms of the Vsd. 
The introduction of Rg into the 2VS provides the transmission mechanism and the 
cultural carriers operating in the 2VS. Memes generated by the individual in the 
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enactment process are described as becoming part of the 2VS when the individual shares 
them with the Rg.  It is proposed that when this occurs, the 2VS is initiated.  
Incorporation of Rg in 2VS is implied by the depiction of the interaction of memes in 
the process, and the presence of Vsd the cultural variables nominated by the cultural 
carrier. Figure 6 is intended to depict a three-dimensional pyramid shape. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6 The 2VS model (4) 
Three advances to the 2VS model are made in Figure 6. One is the integration of the 
memes into the 2VS with lines indicating social transmission of these by Rg within the 
process. A second is the removal of the information inputs as they have now been 
introduced as part of the 2VS. Third is the development of a three dimensional pyramid 
to depict the interactions of a particular cultural carrier, Rg, and its nominated Vsd 
operating in 2VS.  
Figure 6 illustrates Rg applying 2VS. The 2VS model integrates the nominated set 
of Vsd operating in a particular 2VS. Other memes operating in the 2VS are Me, Ms and 
Mr. All forms of memes present, both process memes and values, are simple ideational 
units whose existence is denoted by their social transmission by the Rg.  
Weick (1979) identified that the acceptance, rejection or mutation of memes within 
the Selection Process is generally driven by the need to reduce equivocality for 
+/-Me 
+Ms 
+Mr 
+Vsd 
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organisational members. In 2VS it is suggested that the Rg considers the selection of a 
cultural variant Me accounting for the content of Mr, but driven by the criteria stated by 
Vsd. The outcome of 2VS is the creation of Ms. At the conclusion of the 2VS this meme 
is transmitted to become an input to the retention process.  
Finding a way to integrate Weick’s (1979) concept of reduction of equivocality into 
the 2VS model is the final step in the development of this sociocultural evolutionary 
model. This refinement fulfils two needs: first, the need to integrate reduction of 
equivocality within the cultural context of the 2VS model and second, and the need to 
acknowledge the influence of Vsd on the 2VS. 
While Weick’s (1979) reduction of equivocality broadly depicted an activity that 
led to increased understanding of the enacted environment, he did not describe the 
entities or relationships that operated to achieve this outcome. The 2VS model applies 
Vsd as the driver guiding the 2VS. 
Equivocality and its role in 2VS  
Weick (1979) argued that, “Selection involves the imposition of various structures 
on enacted equivocal displays in an attempt to reduce their equivocality” (p. 131). He 
described a Selection Process that created structures. These structures could be applied 
to interpret confusing situations that arose within the enacted environment.  Where these 
structures eliminated equivocality they were retained for application in the future.  
These structures were observable during the Selection Process as verbal messages.  
These messages could be imposed on, or by members, as they interacted in the Selection 
Process: 
Selection is the organizational process that generates answers to the 
question “What’s going on here?” The selection process selects meanings 
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and interpretations directly and it selects individuals, departments, groups 
or goals indirectly. The selection process houses decision-making, but it 
is crucial to remember that decision-making in the organising model 
means selecting some interpretation of the world and some set of 
extrapolations from that interpretation and then using these summaries as 
constraints on subsequent acting. (Weick, 1979, p.175) 
In Weick’s (1979) model of organising the main aim of each process was described 
as the reduction equivocality and enhancement of sense making in organising. Durham’s 
(1991) Coevolution Theory described a mechanism that will be applied in the 2VS to 
operationalise Weick’s (1979) concept of reduction of equivocality.  Durham’s 
Coevolution Theory described the evolutionary process as striving to obtain better fit. 
Spencer (1852) first expressed this striving in organisational terms as survival of the 
fittest, concerned with the creation of best fit. Durham considered his application of the 
term better fit to be more consistent with Darwin’s idea of descent with modification.  It 
has been argued that better fit rather than best fit is a more realistic and acceptable 
interpretation of the goal of evolutionary processes (Eldredge, 1995; Hannan & 
Freeman, 1989).  
Durham (1991) believed that secondary values provided criteria for the testing of 
cultural variants for better fit. Durham saw cultural values as providing: 
 a crucial link between the meaning of cultural phenomena and their 
evolutionary persistence. Simply put, cultural values can be expected to 
bias cultural change toward variants that match or “fit” the existing web 
of local meanings…both genetic selection and cultural selection tend to 
favor those variants, whether genotypes or allomemes, with the best 
existing “design for replication” – that is, the highest fitness – within their 
respective systems.  (p. 204) 
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Weick’s (1979) drive to reduce equivocality in the Selection Process sought to 
interpret variants in ways that made them consistent with existing knowledge.  
Durham’s drive for better fit in selection was consistent with Darwin’s (1859/1958) 
view of descent with modification. Both approaches are concerned to manage variants: 
for Durham (1991) these cultural variants were memes, for Weick variants were 
information inputs from the enacted environment.  Both explore the impact of the 
introduction of these variants on a group within a system: for Durham, reference groups 
operate within a culture, for Weick, a collective operating within an organising system.  
While Weick (1979) referred to the reduction of equivocality, how this occurred 
was only implied by discussion of rules operating in organising. Integration of better fit, 
as defined by Durham’s (1991), into the 2VS model provides an analytical framework to 
operationalise Weick’s term - reduction of equivocality.  
Durham (1991) described cultural selection as a form of meme selection, where 
differential social transmission is achieved through human decisions. He suggested of 
cultural values that: 
They may thus be seen as a kind of conceptual bridge between the subject 
matter of symbolic or interpretive anthropology, which focuses upon 
what I call the "horizontal dimension" of cultural analysis and the subject 
matter of evolutionary anthropology, with its emphasis on the temporal 
dimension. (p. 204) 
Durham (1991) saw values as linking actions and behaviours with continuously held 
ideas, much as Weick (1979) talked of the Selection Process linking variables from the 
enacted environment and beliefs from the retention process.   
The 2VS model provides a sociocultural interpretation of this.  It depicts Me as 
cultural variants generated by individuals operating in the enacted environment. Me 
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represent potential variation or change or adaption within the organising system. In 
contrast Mr represent basic assumptions and beliefs operating as retained knowledge in 
all organising processes over time. Mr depict what is stable and continuing within 
organising, though they may contain previously undiscovered meanings or 
contradictions identified in the Selection Process.  
2VS is concerned with finding ways to interpret Me that have better fit with Vsd. 
The 2VS model describes the interpretation of Me and Mr in the context of Vsd, where 
Vsd are nominated by the Rg to operate in 2VS.  Thus 2VS involves the interpretation of 
Me and creation of Ms that are consistent with the culture, as depicted by Vsd.  The 2VS 
model applies Vsd in place of Durham’s (1991) secondary values to provide the criteria 
for the cultural selection of variants.  
In Figure 7 (below), social transmissions are again depicted by links drawn between 
various memes and Vsd. These social transmissions in organising serve to generate 
interpretations of Me and Mr to make them consistent with Vsd.  The better fit created 
by the 2VS model is Ms. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7 The 2VS Model (6) 
 
+/- Me 
Ms 
Mr 
Vsd 
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In Figure 7, a three-dimensional pyramid shape is again depicted. Vsd is shown to 
influence other memes operating in 2VS (i.e., to interpret Me and Mr and create Ms) 
through the introduction of arrows. The Vsd are the only memes not subject to 
interpretation in the process, and the only memes that act to influence the interpretation 
of all the other memes in the 2VS. The creation of Ms denotes better fit with Vsd, as 
indicated by the heavy line joining the two memes. The Ms supports the replicative 
success of Vsd, and the perpetuation of the cultural carrier Rg.  
Figure 7 represents the final version of the 2VS model.  Its elements include four 
sub-sets of memes. Vsd influence interpretation of memes operating in the 2VS, 
indicated by the arrows pointing from Vsd to other memes. The +/- symbol indicates the 
potential acceptance or rejection of Me, and their role as initiators of the 2VS. Ms, the 
outcome of the 2VS, is shown to offer better fit with Vsd as indicated by the strong line 
of transmission between the memes. 
The 2VS model illustrates, using arrows, a sub-group of secondary values held by 
Rg, Vsd, operating in the 2VS to guide creation of the new information, Ms. Vsd are 
identifiable by their influence on other memes operating in the 2VS. They are applied in 
2VS to interpret and build linkages with Me and Mr. The linkages created; Ms are 
intended to achieve better fit with Vsd. This outcome is desirable to Rg, as it supports 
the Vsd and its perpetuation as a cultural carrier. 
Figure 7 incorporates the elements of Figure 6 but improves the 2VS model by 
describing the influence acting in social transmissions within the process using arrows. 
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The darker line joining these memes depicts the better fit between Vsd and Ms, derived 
through the 2VS.  
Review of the Elements of the 2VS Model 
The 2VS model uses a three dimensional pyramid shape to describe a group level 
Selection Process guided by Vsd.  The goal of 2VS is to create Ms that offer better fit 
with the Vsd. The lines joining the memes in the model indicate social transmission 
engaged in by Rg in the 2VS. The Vsd represent the cultural variants nominated by Rg to 
guide the 2VS. The line joining Vsd and Ms indicates the better fit achieved between 
these memes through the 2VS.  One pyramid is taken to represent the 2VS of a 
particular Rg, with a particular sub-group of Vsd nominated by that group.  
Me are depicted as having potential to be accepted, mutated or rejected, indicated 
by the +/- symbol. Mr may be accepted or mutated but as part of the stable ongoing 
system, can not be rejected. Mutation in this case refers to the resolving of 
contradictions between the Mr and Vsd or the discovery of new meanings stimulated by 
the Me.  
Creation of Ms signals the resolution of the 2VS. Ms offers better fit with the Vsd 
that supports the perpetuation of the Rg as a cultural carrier. While it is not depicted in 
the 2VS model, as it is beyond the bounds of the Selection Process, the Ms, can be 
transmitted to be tested for better fit in the retention process.  
Hypothetical 
To bring the model into focus a hypothetical Secondary Values Selection is 
described.  This provides an opportunity for the reader to see examples of elements 
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of the model that operate in the organising context.  It also provides a picture of how 
the elements of the model interact.  
For the purposes of this exercise elements of the model as they occur in the 
hypothetical organising context will be introduced.  These elements will then be 
shown operating in a Secondary Value Selection.  While this is a hypothetical 
context it is drawn from the author's experience of individuals striving to share 
meaning and make sense of their work environment.  
 The Reference Group is one made up of several individuals who work together 
in one organising context.  They share a series of Memes from Retention that are, as 
required, entrenched and accepted by all employees.  These include that for the 
organisation to survive it must increase profits.  Memes from Enactment are 
established by Reference Group members as they work with individuals who 
operating outside the organising context (e.g., consumers, suppliers, distributors and 
competitors). Memes from Enactment  include that people buy our product because it 
is cheap, the materials we purchase to make our product are not top quality and other 
companies are selling more product than we are.  
We observe our reference group participating in a weekly sales meeting. After 
the sales figures for the week have been circulated and read by those present 
exchanges between members begin.  A salesman bemoans the fact that: "To increase 
profits we really need to sell more product".   The accountant reflects that "Our 
product is being produced within resourcing constraints but sales certainly haven't 
increased.  The only way to increase profits would be to increase the cost of the 
product". The production manager comments "We really can't raise the cost of the 
product if the quality isn't there.  We have to spend more on creating a quality 
product if we want to justify the increase in price to our customers." 
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Here we see three contrasting views vying within the Secondary Value Selection 
Process, each based on that individual's experience in a different enacted 
environment combined with understanding of the shared meme from retention 
concerned with the need to increase profits. The salesman sees value in trying to 
increase sales. The accountant would like to increase the cost per item to increase 
profits. From enacted experience the production manager believes that an increase in 
quality and subsequent price increase will be a sustainable way of improving the 
profit margin.  Each person has presented values and beliefs based on their 
interpretation of their enacted experience, the shared values of the organisation and 
their wish to ensure the survival of the organisation. Through the course of the 
meeting or possibly several meetings these and other values and beliefs will be 
raised.  They will interact with memes from enactment and retention as the 
individuals try to agree on a shared understanding of what meaning can be taken 
from their differing memes.  Some will be accepted, some rejected and some even 
acted upon.  Thus sense is made and "organising" continues to happen. 
Through the application of the 2VS model the observer could identify and track 
memes applied in the Selection Process and evaluate how these contribute to the 
creation of a meme from selection.  In this way the observer can appreciate the role 
of secondary values in these Selection Process and to come to a understand better 
how meaning and interpretation is established within organising contexts. Such an 
outcome in the longer term might support the refinement or improvement of 
Secondary Values Selection processes as they are applied in organising contexts .   
Conclusion 
In this Chapter I have synthesised Weick’s (1979) Selection Process with concepts 
described in Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory to create a sociocultural evolution 
model. The 2VS model provides the opportunity for cultural analysis of a Selection 
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Process. This synthesis has required the acceptance of secondary values as a cultural 
phenomena observable within the Selection Process. The application of these units of 
socially transmitted information, defined as memes, supports the development of a 
framework of analytical tools. The model depicts Vsd operating as drivers of the 2VS in 
organising. Transmission flows of memes by Rg  are illustrated in the 2VS model.  The 
Vsd are depicted as acting on memes operating in the 2VS to guide the creation of Ms 
that will have better fit with Vsd. 
The 2VS model answers the question: “What is the role of secondary values in the 
Selection Process?” (Weick, 1979, p.134). First, secondary values represent a view of 
the organisational culture of Rg operating in the 2VS.  Second, Vsd operate in the 2VS 
to guide the acceptance or rejection of the Me and the creation of the Ms. Vsd seek to 
identify memes that offer better fit to support perpetuation of Rg as a cultural carrier. 
In the next chapter I elaborate on the nature of the 2VS model to describe the 
relationships between its elements.  The concepts of inclusive and cultural fitness 
provide for the measurement of the success of memes and the cultural carrier. There is 
also a discussion of the practical application of the model.  In the fifth and final chapter I 
examine how the 2VS model addresses theoretical issues raised in Chapters 1 and 2, the 
limitations of the model, and consider implications of the model for future research and 
practical applications.    
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CHAPTER FOUR – NATURE OF THE 2VS MODEL 
Overview of Chapter 
The chapter discusses the elements of the secondary values selection process 
(2VS) model identifying their roles, functions and relationships. Having identified 
dominant secondary values (Vsd) as key drivers guiding cultural selection in 2VS, 
this chapter explores the implications of 2VS for the replicative success of memes, 
the success of the cultural carriers and the evolution of organisational culture. This 
chapter responds to Durham’s (1991) view that: 
… the goal of cultural evolutionary theory is to explain patterns of 
historical change in Pt (the distribution of phenotypic variants in a 
population at a given time) in terms of sequential transformations 
through time in Ct (the distribution of allomemes believed to inform 
those variants). (p. 190) 
This discussion describes secondary values (Vs) as a force acting for cultural 
transformation in the Selection Process. It acknowledges that in 2VS, Vs provide the 
criteria for group decision making and interpretation of other memes operating in 
2VS.  
The 2VS model provides a framework for examining a sub-system in the 
Selection Process. The impact of 2VS can be seen in cultural transformations. 
Memes from selection (Ms), the product of cultural transformation in 2VS, can 
influence actions and behaviours in the enactment process, the survival of the 
reference group (Rg), and the culture observed in the organising system. 
Having identified the elements of 2VS and established an ideational process the 
concern now is to explore the elements of 2VS and the changes the process initiates. 
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This discussion accounts for the involvement of Rg as the cultural carrier in the 2VS 
model.  Key terms discussed in this chapter are cultural fitness and inclusive fitness 
(see Appendix A).  
The 2VS Model and Fitness Functions 
This section discusses how operational elements in the 2VS can be measured 
using Durham’s (1991) functions of cultural fitness and inclusive fitness. Operational 
elements discussed are: 
 Memes - the ideational units operating in cultural evolution. These are socially 
transmitted and can be replicated and transformed. Sub-sets of memes operating 
in 2VS include: Me – memes from enactment, Ms - memes from selection and Mr 
– memes from retention; Vs - secondary values and Vsd dominant secondary 
values (a sub-group of Vs nominated by Rg), and  
 Rg - Reference groups operating as the cultural carriers in the 2VS.  
Cultural Fitness 
Durham (1991) suggested that cultural fitness: 
…can be described as an allomeme’s expected relative rate of social 
transmission and use within a subpopulation, where the “expected rate” 
can be defined, following Philip Kitcher (1985: 51), as “the 
probabilistically weighted average of the possible value.” (p. 194)  
Durham (1991) applied cultural fitness measures to indicate the relative 
replicative success of allomemes. To do this he established a standardised maximum 
value of 1.0 to the most successfully conveyed variant in a given interval and then 
scaled the replication rates of other variants accordingly.  
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Durham (1991) suggested the interval for testing cultural fitness in a sub-
population began at the time an individual adopted an allomeme and ended at the 
time of adoption of that variant by a group. In the 2VS model the interval would 
begin with the introduction of a Me to the 2VS and end with the creation of a Ms in 
2VS.  The cultural fitness measure could be used within the 2VS model to illustrate 
the success of memes operating within the 2VS.  
The cultural fitness measure acknowledges that cultural systems change and that 
these changes can be measured in terms of the differential adoption and transmission 
of ideational variants.  In the 2VS model the expectation is that there will be 
differential replication of memes as they are tested for better fit with Vsd, the criteria 
for selection.     
The cultural fitness function provides a measure of the relative replicative 
success of variants. It does not provide any explanation of why there is variation in 
levels of transmission.  I suggest a direct correlation between how frequently a meme 
is transmitted in 2VS and the better fit of that meme to the culture of the Rg (i.e., 
Vsd). 
Inclusive Fitness 
The inclusive fitness function is another measure of fitness described by Durham 
(1991). It compares the relative replicative success of allomemes with the fitness of 
the cultural carrier for reproductive survival.  Durham defined the inclusive fitness 
value Fs, of a given allomeme to be the average of the individual inclusive fitnesses 
of all members of the sub-population who acted on the basis of that allomeme as 
compared to others.  
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In the case of the 2VS model this measure is applied to examine the correlation 
between the relative replicative success of Ms and the relative rates of perpetuation 
of Rg.  This measure, applied in the 2VS model, considers the capacity of the memes 
held in the 2VS by a Rg to enhance that group’s perpetuation as a cultural carrier.  
Elements of the 2VS Model 
This section explores the nature of the elements of the 2VS model using 
Durham’s (1991) requirements of evolution. It analysis the qualitative and 
quantitative features of the elements of the model.  This discussion aims to support 
application of the 2VS model in cultural analysis of the 2VS in organising contexts.  
Units of Selection 
The 2VS model nominates memes as the socially transmitted units of 
information operating in the Selection Process.  These memes meet Durham’s (1991) 
first requirement for evolution, units of selection. Four distinct types of memes are 
identified operating in 2VS, these include: Me, Ms, Mr and Vsd. The distinction 
between the role of Vsd and other memes are highlighted in Figure 8:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8 Memes tested for better fitness in 2VS 
Mr 
Ms 
Vsd 
provide 
better fit 
criteria 
+/- Me 
Memes tested
for better fit with 
Vsd in 2VS 
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Sources of Variation 
Weick (1979) identified that “The raw material fed into selection consists of 
equivocal enactments and cause maps of varying equivocality” (p.179). The 2VS 
model describes Me and Mr as the information units from the enactment and 
retention processes.  Weick’s (1979) model of organising designated these processes 
as the two sources of information input to the Selection Process within the organising 
system.  
Durham (1991) described allomemes as information based variations that 
influenced behaviour. This study redefines allomemes as process related memes.  
This nomenclature highlights the source organising process for different memes.   
The nature of Me, Ms, Mr, and Vsd are described here. The distinct activities and 
functions of these memes in the 2VS model are described.  This discussion highlights 
the capacity of different meme sub-sets to influence the evolution of culture in the 
organising system, and describes the interactions occurring between elements 
operating in the 2VS model.  
Memes 
Memes from enactment. Me are generated in the enactment process as a 
consequence of actions and behaviours of individuals as they communicate within 
the enacted environment.  Buckley’s (1968) law of requisite variety suggested that 
the variety in the system became greater as the variety in the broader environment 
increased. As the only memes generated through communication with the external 
environment these memes represent the greatest source of variety available in 2VS. 
These memes are introduced by individuals to be tested for fitness in 2VS, as a 
result of this testing they may be accepted, rejected or mutated. This dynamic 
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confirms the role of Me as a source of variation within 2VS; variety that Weick 
(1969) described as vital for the survival of the organising system.  
Dominant secondary values. 2VS allows groups to make sense of what is 
happening in the enacted environment by supporting the interpretation and/or testing 
of Me in terms of the culture of the Rg represented by Vsd.  Rg use Vsd as the criteria 
for testing variation.  
Survival of the Rg is viewed as being contingent on the perpetuation of its 
culture.  Thus the drive in 2VS is to encourage interpretation and decision making 
that is consistently supportive of Vsd .  
Memes from selection. Weick (1979) argued that “Selection involves the 
imposition of various structures on enacted equivocal displays in an attempt to 
reduce their equivocality” (p. 131). He envisaged the Selection Process creating 
structures, that could be applied to interpret confusing situations in the enacted 
environment.  Where these structures eliminated equivocality they were retained for 
application in the future.  These structures were described in messages socially 
transmitted by individuals within the organising system. In the 2VS model these 
structures are described as Ms. Figure 9 below illustrates memes involved in the 
creation of Ms. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9 Creation of Ms 
Mr 
Ms 
Vsd 
+/- Me 
Memes involved in 
the creation of  Ms 
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The Ms constitute information produced by the 2VS on the basis of decisions 
made regarding Me and Mr.  The Ms represent better fit with Vsd based on testing the 
fitness of Me, (i.e., what is said and done within the enactment process) and, Mr, (i.e., 
what is believed in the retention process). This is consistent with Weick’s (1979) 
definition of the Selection Process: 
Selection is the process that generates answers to the question, “What’s 
going on here?” The Selection Process selects meanings and 
interpretations directly and it selects individuals, department, groups or 
goals indirectly. The Selection Process houses decision-making, but it 
is crucial to remember that decision-making in the organizing model 
means selecting some interpretation of the world and some set of 
extrapolations from that interpretation and then using these summaries 
as constraints on subsequent acting. (p.175) 
Memes from retention. The 2VS also seeks to perpetuate the stable aspects of 
organising represented by Mr. The source of Mr is the retention process. Retention is 
the only process where knowledge constitutes the internal environment. The 
knowledge held in retention is a source of stability in the organising system.  In 2VS 
surplus meanings of Mr may be revealed and interpreted. In this context Weick 
(1969) defined another role for the Selection Process:  
… operating as part of the organising system is concerned with 
contemporary inputs, a psychological here and now.  In this context 
items selected may contradict with or change the meaning of items that 
are stored. Thus to understand the working of evolutionary processes 
within organizations, it may be necessary to posit internal 
reorganisation in the retention system, even though such reorganisation 
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is not given central attention in biological versions of evolutionary 
theory. (p. 58) 
Memes and Memetic Conversion  
Process-related memes originate in their designated process within the 
organising system. Memes from different processes have varying potential to mutate 
and survive in the organising system.  Social transmission can move the process 
memes beyond their process source to impact on other parts of the organising 
system. Memetic conversion can be seen in 2VS where Me are tested and selected 
as Ms.  
Durham (1991) suggested that memetic conversion could signal the evolution of 
the organisation culture.  The outcome of 2VS (i.e., Ms) therefore may impact across 
the organising system if it is successful in the retention process, where it is tested for 
better fit with beliefs and assumptions.  If Ms is a variation from existing Mr, and  
provides better fit, then memetic conversion will result with Ms becoming Mr.  
This section has sought to highlight the distinct nature of different process 
memes operating in 2VS, and to consider the influence of the 2VS process on these 
memes.  The potential for memes to influence the perpetuation of the Rg as a cultural 
carrier in the organising system has also been considered.  
Mechanism of Transmission  
Durham's (1991) mechanism of transmission considered the ways of testing 
fitness in the cultural system.  Mechanisms of transmission allowed fitness testing of 
different allomemes leading to their blending, mutation or acceptance. Unlike the 
transmission of genes operating for biological systems, transmission of memes in 
cultural systems includes their being stored and accessed exomatically via documents 
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or computer files.  Thus memes are not limited to transmissions in time or space by 
individuals as genes are. 
In the 2VS model memes represent the content of messages socially transmitted 
and Rg are the interactors who communicate these. Transmission mechanisms 
involve Rg as cultural carriers and communicators in 2VS.  It is argued that each Rg 
as a cultural carrier brings a unique set of cultural values to the 2VS.  
The 2VS model describes Rg, through its communications, as seeking to 
interpret the memes in the process to enhance the replication of Vsd.  I suggest that 
the ability of Rg to impact on the content and acceptance of memes in the organising 
system impacts on the perpetuation of the Rg. This impact can be tested using 
Durham (1991) inclusive fitness measure.  
Process of Transformation  
Durham's (1991) process of transformation was concerned with the selection of 
allomemes based on their better fit.  For Weick (1979) transformation within the 
Selection Process was measured in terms of the reduction of equivocality.  In the 
2VS model better fit is determined by the testing of memes against Vsd nominated by 
Rg operating within the 2VS. Testing produces interpretations of memes that support 
the replicative success of the Rg’s culture (Vs). 
Memetic conversion. Vs, represent the organisational culture of the Rg, in the 
2VS. They provide criteria to support group decision making. These values influence 
the interpretation of Me and Mr and the creation of Ms.  
The 2VS model defines Vsd as a sub-set of Vs nominated by Rg to guide 2VS. 
The application of Vsd as a cultural force is consistent with Durham’s (1991) 
hypothesis that secondary values are the main but not exclusive force guiding 
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cultural transformation.  These memes are distinguishable from others memes 
operating in 2VS in terms of their content; reflecting their role in providing 
justifications for decision making. 
Schein (1992) described the transformation of individually held values into 
shared values, as a process that integrated values as a view of group reality. Durham 
(1991) described memetic conversion as a process of transformation. Memetic 
conversion signalled the transformation of culture that occurred with the selection of 
memes that provided better fit. Weick's (1979) model of organising suggested the 
need to reduce the equivocality of information inputs as the force guiding the 
organising system.  
The 2VS model describes memetic conversion in 2VS as the product of testing 
of Me and Mr for better fit with Vsd.  The outcome of this testing is the creation of 
Ms. Better fit with Vsd in 2VS supports the survival of the Rg. The outcome of 2VS, 
Ms, is transmitted to the retention process. Here it is once more tested for better fit.  I 
suggest successful replication of Ms and its memetic conversion into Mr marks 
evolution of culture within the system. 
Outcomes of memetic conversion. Weick’s (1979) model of organising offered 
the reduction of equivocality as the driver of Selection Process within the organising 
system. The features Weick described in this relationship provided limited 
opportunity for empirical examination of reduction of equivocality. Weick’s 
Selection Process described the drive to reduce equivocality creating links between 
variables from the enacted environment and beliefs from retention. 
In Durham’s (1991) Coevolution Theory, secondary values operated in selection 
to provide a test of better fit. Durham's (1991) discussion of cultural and inclusive 
fitness measures expressed ways of examining cultural change. He identified cultural 
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values as biasing change in favour of memes that fitted local meanings. Durham 
described values linking actions and behaviours with continuously held ideas. 
Consistent with these descriptions that illustrate processes for linking actions 
and behaviours with continuously held values, Vsd link Me and Mr in the 2VS 
model. In the 2VS model Vsd are described as observable and measurable cultural 
entities that guide 2VS.   
Decision making in the 2VS model is based on the need to ensure the survival of 
the group culture, Vs. 2VS is not concerned with evaluating the affect of the memes 
on the organising system. This is in keeping with findings of Skinner (1969) and 
Weick (1988, 2001) that accounting for the consequences of the Selection Process 
for the broader organism or organising system is not a priority of the process. 
Decision making in 2VS is not guided by the need to ensure functional organising 
outcomes, but to support the survival of the Rg. 
Sources of Isolation 
Vs represent the culture of the Rg observable in 2VS. The 2VS is initiated when 
the Me is transmitted to the Rg. The Rg in turn nominates a sub-group of memes Vsd 
to act as cultural criteria for judging other memes operating in the 2VS. Rg come to 
the 2VS holding Mr (i.e., retained knowledge shared within the organising system) 
and Vs (i.e., the culture of the group).  
Isolation of Rg. The inclusion of Rg as an element of the 2VS defines 2VS as a 
group communication process, distinguishing it from the enactment process where 
the behaviour and actions of individuals describe the communication process.  The 
2VS model explores the issues raised by Asch (1952): “… (to) understand how the 
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behavior of individuals becomes part of the behaviour of groups, how group forces 
arise and how group goals become possible …” (p. 251). 
Asch (1952) considered that group events encompassed the actions of many 
individuals and that group level knowledge had its foundation in individuals “… but 
they cease to be ‘merely’ individual facts by virtue of their reference to others. It 
follows that a group process is neither the sum of individual activities nor a fact 
added to the activities of individuals” (p. 252). He advocated studying the group by 
looking at individual interactions, “In the course of interaction new relations and 
properties arise which are not identical with properties of their constituents” (Asch, 
p. 263). 
In keeping with Weick’s (1979) description of the value of cause maps and 
mapping of the territory the 2VS model provides a tool for the mapping of memes 
operating within 2VS.  This mapping allows for cultural analysis of the links 
between memes and Rg by examining the relative replicative success of memes and 
the impact of memes on the perpetuation of Rg as a cultural carrier. 
Focussing on social transmissions the 2VS model provides a framework for 
mapping memes transmitted in Rg.  These interactions can be examined as they 
involve identifiable and observable memes being social transmitted in the 2VS.  
2VS defines Ms as the product of group level cultural selection, based on their 
better fit with group criteria – Vsd. Social transmissions in 2VS seek to enhance the 
fit of Me and Mr with these criteria. Vsd acting in the 2VS are nominated by Rg to 
support the replicative success of Vs and the perpetuation of Rg as a cultural carrier. 
Durham (1991) indicated that the level of isolation of a group could influence its 
potential for initiating or accepting change.  The 2VS model provides potential for 
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examination of this isolation. The 2VS model links Vsd with Rg and the outcome of 
the process Ms. I propose that the ability of the Rg to undertake 2VS and generate Ms 
is related to the level of isolation of the Rg and its members because this isolation 
denotes their adaptability. Further I believe that the replicative success of Ms in the 
retention process illustrates its acceptance by the organising system and the evolution 
of organisational culture.  
The 2VS Model and Evolution of Organisational Culture 
Durham (1991) described memetic conversion, as signalling the transformation 
of culture, much as Weick (1979) described the reduction of equivocality converting 
raw data into information in the organising system.  The 2VS model describes 
memetic conversion in terms of a drive for better fit.  It identifies Me and Mr as the 
inputs judged for better fit, and Vs as the culture that provides the testing criteria. Vsd 
are described as the cultural units that operate as drivers guiding the 2VS. The 
outcome of the testing process is the identification of memes, Ms, offering better fit 
with Vsd.  
In the 2VS Rg strive to promote their Vs across the system, they do this by 
nominating Vsd to judge the better fit of memes operating in the 2VS.  The result of 
2VS is the creation of Ms. 
Figure 10 illustrates three measures of the 2VS model. One is the relative 
replicative success of memes (i.e., cultural fitness). A second is the impact of the 
replicative success of memes on the perpetuation of Rg as a cultural carrier (i.e., 
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inclusive fitness). The third is the likelihood of Ms representing new knowledge in 
the retention process based on the level of isolation of the Rg (fitness of knowledge).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Three Dimensions of Fitness in the 2VS model 
Knowledge generated in 2VS 
During the 2VS the Rg will consider the interpretations of Mr and Me. In 2VS the 
Vsd guide the interpretation and creation memes. Rg  provides the social transmission 
context for memes operating  within the sub-system. Ms represent the new memes 
generated in 2VS.  
Where these Ms represent variation in the retention process there is potential for 
evolution of culture.  I suggest that there is a correlation between variation generated 
in 2VS and the isolation of the Rg. 
Replicative Success of Memes in 2VS 
The relative replicative success of memes in 2VS is guided by their fitness with 
the culture of the Rg.  This fitness is the goal of the Rg, to enhance its perpetuation as 
Fitness of Knowledge 
generated in 2VS 
Mr 
Ms 
Vsd 
Me 
Inclusive Fitness 
Cultural fitness 
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a cultural carrier. I suggest Durham’s (1991) concept of culture fitness provides a 
mechanism for the measurement of the relative replicative success of memes in 2VS.  
Fitness of Memes to Reference Group Values 
The third dimension of the 2VS that can be measured is the impact of the 
replicative success of memes on the perpetuation of the Rg. The 2VS model suggests 
that the better fit of the memes operating within the organising system with the Vs of 
the Rg the more the survival of the Rg is enhanced.  It can be measured using 
Durham’s concept of inclusive fitness. 
To summarise, the 2VS model describes the transmission and function of 
process memes: 
 Me are generated by individuals and initiate the Selection Process when 
introduced to Rg by individuals.   
 Me and Mr are interpreted in 2VS by the Vs  of the Rg  
 Ms are the outcome of the interpretation of other memes in 2VS. 
 The generation of Ms in Rg represents the conclusion of the 2VS.  
 Ms are then tested for fit in the retention process.   
 Where Me and Ms are replicated within the retention process, memetic 
conversion occurs. This may signal the evolution of the organisational culture if 
these memes are successfully replicated, and if they represent variation.  
 The level of variation the Ms represents to the system directly correlates with the 
level of isolation of the Rg.  
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Weick’s (1979) Practical Advice Explored 
The 2VS model can be used to explore and inform issues raised by Weick 
(1979) in providing “practical advice” (p. 243) to those interested in the organising 
process. Weick’s practical advice appears at first far from intuitive. Application of 
the 2VS model to inform Weick’s issues documents the relevance of the model to 
Weick’s model of organising. 
Don’t panic in the face of disorder. Disorder signals the poor fit of variants with 
the existing culture.  Finding ways to operate that are more orderly and provide better 
fit creates the potential for memes to be generated. The actions and behaviours in the 
enacted environment that enhance fit result in the generation Me. The generation of 
the variation is a requirement of the system. This variation is required to initiate the 
2VS. Disorder, therefore does not represent dysfunction, but a necessary part of the 
organising system required to perpetuation of the system.  
You never do one thing all at once.  This advice highlights the significance of 
the communication approach adopted in Weick’s (1979) model of organising. His 
model described the need for continuous transmission of ideas within the organising 
system.  
In the 2VS model an individual’s actions in the enacted environment may 
generate Me.  These create the potential for the initiation of 2VS. The outcome of the 
2VS can influence the survival of the Rg in the organising system. This demonstrates 
that individual actions in enactment can impact on the organising system beyond the 
enacted environment. The consequences beyond the enacted environment 
demonstrate that the individual is doing more than one thing at once. 
Chaotic action is preferable to orderly inaction.  The generation of variation, 
chaotic action, is on of Durham’s (1991) requirement for evolution applied in the 
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2VS model. In the 2VS model it has been shown that Me are a source of variation 
generated through action in the enacted environment. The generation of Me provides 
the potential for interaction with Rg and the initiation of the 2VS, required to 
continue the system. Me, the outcome of chaotic action, are vital to the survival of 
the system. 
The most important decisions are often the least apparent.  In terms of the 2VS 
model, the rapid creation of Ms as a decision outcome is the result of linkages made 
between Me and Mr and Vsd.  Where Me have low equivocality the creation of Ms 
may not require much social transmission. Lower levels of deliberation, however, do 
not necessarily result in unimportant consequences.  
In 2VS the concern is for better fir with Vsd.  The 2VS does not account for the 
consequences of the selection of memes for the organising system.  Thus decisions 
made easily, in terms of creating better fit, can have important and unexpected 
consequences for the organising system. 
There is no solution. The organising system is described as an evolving one and 
involves processes that generate both gradual and revolutionary change.  If there 
were one ultimate meme or one set of memes requiring no further variation this 
would spell the end of the system.   This in itself would create a problem and thus 
there is no solution.  
Stamp out utility.  Weick (1979) suggested that it is not sufficient to get the job 
done because inevitably things will change. To meet change people needed to be 
adaptable.  While change for change sake was not be desirable, Weick suggested 
letting people play to encourage adaption and adaptability.  
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This practice encourages the generation of Me required to initiate 2VS. Similarly 
the 2VS is concerned with the perpetuation of the Rg and its culture, it is not 
concerned with the utility of consequences for organising.  This provides the 
potential for Rg in isolation to generate Ms that provide variation to evolve the 
organising system.  
The map is the territory.  Weick (1979) argued for the use of cause maps to 
describe individuals in situations and how they operated and interacted (positively 
and negatively).  He envisaged members of the organising process generating and 
refining these maps to reflect their views of reality, to support analysis and the 
shaping of reality. These maps did not describe organisational structures or physical 
features of environment; rather they described the organising system’s ideational 
territory.  
The 2VS model provides a framework for a cause map where ideational 
elements are defined to provide for cultural analysis. Investigation could include 
identification of drivers (Vsd), interactors (Rg), variations (Me and Mr), and better fit 
outcomes (Ms).  Incorporation of inclusive and cultural fitness measures enhances 
the potential depth of analysis of the map. 
Rechart the organisational chart.  Weick (1979) moved away from the traditional 
structural concepts of job titles to adopt a more ideational perspective of organisation 
life, as suggested in the discussion of cause maps. He anticipated that, “The essence 
of organizations is to be found in variables, connections and positive and negative 
signs” (p. 252).  
This ideational approach is further developed in the 2VS model. All elements of 
the 2VS are observable and replicable elements.  This model operationalises 
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elements of Weick’s model and supports the creation of a cultural view of the 
organising system  
Visualize organizations as evolutionary systems.  This statement focuses 
attention on organising as being a series of ideational processes.  These processes 
involve social transmissions that define and redefine (evolve) the shared meaning or 
culture or view of reality operating in the organising system.  
The 2VS model suggests that Vs support cultural transformation of memes at the 
group level and the potential for change created by Me. Acknowledgment of these 
features of the 2VS will support understanding of the tenuous stability offered by the 
retention process. 
Complicate yourself.  Weick (1979) suggested that the more you complicated 
yourself by taking account of a range of information inputs (e.g., Me and Mr) the 
more successful you would be in responding to system changes. Communication 
exposed individuals and groups to the three processes operating in the organising 
system.  Necessarily this was complicated as these process made different demands 
on the individual as illustrated below in descriptions of individuals activities in each 
organising process:  
1. Participation in the rituals and actions of the enacted environment. 
2. Participation in group selection of memes.  
3 Sharing of beliefs and assumptions retained by the organising system. 
The 2VS model and Communication Theory 
  
In terms of making a contribution to communication theory Shepherd (1999) 
identified that: 
As we work to build a house of communication theory, there is some 
danger that we will confuse the constitutive character of 
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communication with the powers of the social world and so simply 
come to exchange the domination of psychology and engineering for 
the rule of sociology and politics. Our theoretical work will advance 
not only by taking communication to be constitutive of individuals and 
their psychologies, but of societies and their politics as well. Thus, 
communication can come to be seen as the maker of the social world, 
where norms don't drive communication any more than goals do, but 
are rather driven by communication, and political structures are as 
much products of symbolic practices as are plans. (p. 163) 
The 2VS model supports a view of communication as, more than just a vehicle 
for the transmission of ideas.  The 2VS model acknowledges that communication 
supports the construction of meaning through the creation of Ms. Communication has 
a role in encouraging interpretation of memes for better fit with Vsd. Memes 
observable in 2VS support construction of meaning within the Rg. 
The interactions within each organising system process involve different 
communication practices. In 2VS Rg use Vs to guide the transformation of other 
memes.  Vs represent the cultural reality of the Rg operating at 2VS. The concept of 
memes applied in 2VS provides observable information and cultural values operating 
within the process.  
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Conclusion 
This chapter has described elements of the 2VS model to enhance understanding 
of this sub-system of the Selection Process. Elements of the 2VS model have been 
discussed in terms of their roles and functions within the model described. These 
roles and functions are illustrated in figures to highlight relationships between the 
elements.  
Mechanisms for the measurement of the activities of the 2VS are provided 
incorporating Durham’s (1991) concepts of cultural and inclusive fitness measures.  
These include the measurement of the relative replicative success of memes, the 
impact of the replicative success of memes on the perpetuation of Rg's. I suggest a 
correlation between levels of variation generated and sources of isolation in the 
system (fitness of knowledge). The core of this ideational sociocultural evolution 
model is communication.   
Using the 2VS model to explain Weick’s (1979) practical advice demonstrated 
its application in interpreting organising concepts.  This highlighted the potential for 
the model to be applied in the analysis of organising activities. Discussion of the 
model in terms of its contribution to communication theory was also provided. In 
Chapter 5, having acknowledged the limitations of the study, the theoretical 
challenges addressed by the 2VS model and its implications for future research are 
considered.  
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CHAPTER FIVE – CHALLENGES AND IMPLICATIONS 
Overview of Chapter 
In this Chapter I discuss the theoretical and empirical challenges addressed by the 
2VS model. I also discuss the limitations of the model and its implications for future 
research.  
Challenges 
In this section I summarise the theoretical issues raised by Weick’s (1979) model of 
organising and consider how these issues are addressed by the integration of the 2VS 
model.  This discussion provides an opportunity to assess how the model advances 
understanding of the Selection Process in organising.   
In Chapter 1, theoretical issues relating to the nature of organisational cultural 
research were raised. Perrow (1996) identified that organisational culture researchers 
continued to face the challenge of explaining change in organisational settings. This 
study has adopted a sociocultural evolution perspective to examine the issue of selection 
in organisation in terms of the evolution of culture in organising.  
The 2VS model describes a sub-system of the Selection Process in organising driven 
by cultural variables. This sub-system has observable replicable elements that operate in 
organisations. These elements provide for cultural analysis of the Selection Process in 
organising. The cultural analysis facilitated by the 2VS model enhances understanding 
of cultural evolution in organising.    
Alvesson (1993) discussed the need for organisational culture research to move 
away from a focus on instrumentality and Western managerial assumptions. To achieve 
this he suggested examination of deeper patterns through the adoption of more 
anthropological approaches. This study’s application of Durham’s (1991) Coevolution 
Theory responds to this need.  Anthropological concepts adopted provided the 
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operational elements of the 2VS model  (i.e., memes, concept of culture, reference 
groups, fitness measures).  
Sackmann (1992) expressed a need for empirical knowledge about the concept of 
culture operating in the context of organisations.  This was taken to describe a need to 
operationalise culture. Describing secondary values as a cultural sub-set of memes 
operating within the 2VS model enabled cultural analysis, and description. This analysis 
was enabled through identification of memes as observable, replicable and measurable 
socially transmitted units of information and reference groups as observable cultural 
carriers. Memetic analysis - through measurement of the relative replication success of 
memes, and the influence of secondary values on the perpetuation of the reference group 
as a cultural carrier - involved description of empirical tools consistent with Durham’s 
(1991) cultural fitness and inclusive fitness functions.  
The 2VS model establishes a way to viewing culture (i.e., secondary values) and its 
application by cultural carriers (i.e., reference groups) to guide a sub-set of the Selection 
Process (i.e., the secondary values selection process, 2VS). Identifying and observing 
cultural entities operating in 2VS (i.e., secondary values as a concept of culture and 
reference groups as cultural carriers) supports examination and understanding of the 
Selection Process.  
Marquardt (1996) listed several challenges that cultural theorists tried to address: 
the need to better manage knowledge; utilise technology, empower people; expand 
learning, and to adapt and succeed in changing environments. The 2VS model provides 
a mechanism for examining how new information inputs (i.e., memes from enactment), 
introduced by individuals from the enacted environment are interpreted by reference 
groups in 2VS.  
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Memes from enactment encompass issues such as knowledge management, use of 
technology, empowerment and adaption to the changing environment.  The 2VS model 
proposes that reference groups (i.e., the cultural carriers) guide the interpretation of 
memes operating in the 2VS using secondary values (i.e., culture).  The outcome of the 
process of 2VS is the generation of memes from selection. These memes (i.e., memes 
from selection) are selected by reference groups for their better fit with secondary 
values.  This better fit is described as supporting the perpetuation of the reference group 
as a cultural carrier.  
The action of 2VS as a sub-system of the Selection Process accounts for 
consequences of selection for the reference group’s culture, it does not account for the 
consequences of selection for the organising system. Consequently, unexpected, or 
sometimes dysfunctional outcomes of 2VS for the organising system are likely to occur. 
 This consequence is consistent with views expressed by Skinner (1969) and Weick 
(2001) on group decision making.   
Everett (1996) described two challenges in moving Weick’s (1979) model of 
organising in a sociocultural direction. First, to isolate the substance of cultural 
influences in the processes of organising.  Second, to explore the consequences of this 
integration to organising and adaptation as Weick described these concepts.  
To address the first issue the 2VS model isolates secondary values as a concept of 
cultural operating in the Selection Process in organising. In response to the second 
problem identified by Everett (1996), the 2VS model describes the role of secondary 
values within the sub-system of the Selection Process, as well as its impact on other 
memes operating in the 2VS. The adoption of the concept of memes as units of 
information operating in the 2VS provides observable, replicable elements of the 2VS to 
support analysis of the process.  
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Ott (1989) expressed a concern for more quantitative cultural approaches to 
organisational studies. By identifying memes as operational units and secondary values 
as a sub-set of these, analysis of cultural variables using Durham’s (1991) inclusive and 
cultural fitness measures is enabled.  
In the 2VS model, reference groups are identified as the agents of transmission and 
carriers of culture.  They provide the communication context for the model, and cultural 
carriers operating in the Selection Process to be observed and analysed.  Apart from 
Durham’s (1991) inclusive and cultural fitness measures I also suggest a correlation 
between the success of memes and the isolation of their source reference group.  This 
notion is further developed in light of comments from Hannan and Freeman (1989) 
discussed below.  
In Chapter 2 the nature of selection as discussed in a range of theories of evolution 
were reviewed. This review described a number of issues regarding selection that the 
2VS model would explore.  
 Hannan and Freeman (1989) described the need for a more fully developed 
evolution theory of change that explained structures of inheritance and transmission. 
They identified that the more complex processes operating in organisational contexts 
made inheritance and transmission harder to explain and examine. The 2VS model 
addresses these issues in three ways.  First it identifies memes as observable information 
units. Second it defines the roles and functions of a series of sub-set of memes. 
Importantly, it also describes the role of Vsd in guiding the interpretation of other 
memes to support the perpetuation of the reference group as a cultural carrier.  
I have suggested that the most prolific source of variation, in 2VS, is isolated 
reference groups.  This is consistent with Durham’s (1991) and Eldredge’s (1985) 
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comments about sources of isolation in cultural and biological systems. Isolated groups 
will share few cultural values with other reference groups operating in the system. 
The generation of memes by reference groups in isolation does not assure the 
success of their memes. It has been argued, however, that the system can not operate 
without sources of isolation (Durham, 1991).  Thus the value of having, and being able 
to maintain sources of isolation is clear.  For these reasons it is suggested that the 
organising system will have a vested interest in preserving these reference groups as 
cultural carriers by perpetuating their secondary values.   
Durham (1991) in developing a Coevolution Theory argued that, “The first 
challenge, of course, is to identify the units of the system that are capable of replication 
and thus of sequential transformation” (p. 187). The 2VS model accepts memes as 
defined by Dawkins (1976) and applied by Durham (1991) as the units of the system.  
Within the 2VS model unique sub-sets of memes are identified operating in the 
2VS. The sub-sets are identified to distinguish the variety and quality of memes 
operating in 2VS. The application of anthropological concepts drawn from Durham’s 
(1991) Coevolution Theory in the model exemplifies the usefulness of anthropological 
approaches in supporting cultural analysis as suggested by Wright (1994).  
All the challenges identified share concerns for identification, examination and 
understanding of cultural elements and/or evolutionary systems.  The 2VS model 
provides an observable cultural selection mechanism, with identified cultural entities 
(i.e., secondary values and reference groups as the cultural carriers of these). The 
outcome of the creation of the model is the potential for cultural analysis of the sub-
system of the Selection Process.  
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Limitations of the Model  
Development of the 2VS model in this study has been limited to providing 
theoretical justifications for its creation, and discussion of its mechanisms and 
elements.  The next stage of the development of the 2VS model would require 
applying it to examine Selection Processes operating in an organising system.  This 
would provide the data to support testing of the model leading to further 
understandings about the Selection Process and testing of Durham’s (1991) 
hypothesis, that lies behind the model (i.e., that secondary values are the main but 
not exclusive driver of cultural selection).  
In order to observe the elements of the model operating in an organising 
system explicit indicators to support their identification would need to be developed. 
Some of these elements may not be clearly distinguishable. The implications of the 
recurrence of some memes or the context in which they occur has not been fully 
developed by the structure of the model as it currently exists.  Implications of 
unanticipated variations such as changes to the size and membership of the 
Reference Group through the Selection Process has also not been considered by the 
model.  
Through the development of a methodology to facilitate the application of the 
model in the observation and monitoring of a Secondary Values Selection Process it 
seems likely that the elements of the model would become clearer  Through the 
application of this methodology more refined and meaningful iterations of the model, 
sharpening the identity of its elements, are likely to be developed.  
Implications for Future Research  
The features of the 2VS model have implications for understandings about the 
enactment and retention processes as described in Weick’s (1979) model of organising. 
Based on the theoretical contributions of the 2VS perspective, models of enactment and 
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retention processes could be developed applying elements of the 2VS model and 
Schein’s (1992) levels of culture.  This would provide for a more complete view 
sociocultural view of Weick’s (1979) model of organising. The creation of a more 
sociocultural model of organising with elements that could be observed and replicated 
would enable cultural analysis of the organising system. 
Schein’s (1992) levels of culture have potential application in supporting 
identification of concepts of culture operating in enactment and retention processes.  His 
typology could be applied to describe artefacts and rituals as the view of culture in the 
enactment process and beliefs and assumptions as a view of culture in the retention 
process.  
Broader implications of the model include enhancement of understandings of the 
role and function of the Selection Process, and selection.  Viewing values as a concept 
of culture may have relevance to a range of applications of values seen in organisational 
studies (e.g., Dobni, Ritchie & Zerbe, 2000). An appreciation of the role of secondary 
values in the Selection Process supports deeper understandings about the influence and 
impact of organisational culture on the organising system.  
Conclusion 
The 2VS model provides for cultural analysis of a sub-system of the Selection 
Process operating in organising. The 2VS model interprets dominant secondary values 
nominated by reference groups as cultural carriers, as concepts of cultural guiding the 
interpretation and selection of memes. The nomination of a concept of culture by a 
reference group to guide 2VS is described as enhancing the perpetuation of the reference 
group as a cultural carrier. I believe features of the 2VS model will be further 
developed, or understood, through testing of the model within specific organisational 
contexts.  
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The 2VS model is designed to allow for examination of memes and reference 
groups operating in the 2VS. Culture and communication are the critical attributes of the 
2VS sub-system.  Researchers and practitioners can apply the model to analyse the 
impact of culture, as defined by secondary values operating in 2VS, on organising. Such 
analysis enhances understandings about the role of cultural entities (e.g., secondary 
values and reference groups as cultural carriers) in organising processes, the evolution 
of organisational culture, and the Selection Process in organising. For practitioners 
application of the 2VS model enables identification of sources of variation, explains 
why selection does not always favour organisational consequences, and provides a 
sociocultural evolutionary view that supports analysis of long-term organisational  
transformations.  
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ENDNOTES 
1 Durham’s (1991) coevolution theory attempts to link biological and cultural 
evolution theory. Within this theory he describes cultural selection, or value guided 
decision making by human beings, as being the most important general process of 
cultural transformation. Durham describes secondary value selection (2VS) is the 
single most important process of cultural transformation in human populations. 
2.In 1952 anthropologists Kroeber and Kluckhohn identified 164 definitions 
of culture. Concepts of culture applied in anthropological studies include work, 
technology, structure, language, myths and stories (Brown, 1998). A similar range of 
definitions of culture can be found in organisational studies (Brown, 1998).  This 
variety of definitions of culture provides for different interpretations of organising 
that support examination of various issues and questions (Alvesson, 1995; Geertz, 
1973) related to culture.  
Examination of the concept of culture has been the concern of a range of 
disciplines (Alvesson, 1995).  Disciplines that have applied the concept of culture 
include management (Deal and Kennedy, 1988), communication (Kreps, 1990), 
sociology (Ouchi and Wilkins, 1985), psychology (Campbell, 1975, Schien, 1985) 
and anthropology (Geertz, 1973; Wright, 1994). 
3 Sociocultural anthropology conceptualises culture as the totality of 
biological, psychological and social products of people (Durham 1991). Culture is 
created, learned and transmitted to new generations through social interaction 
(Kroeber 1948). Sociocultural evolution studies have developed to examine how 
culture varies over time.  Sociocultural evolution studies occur in many disciplines 
including sociology (Blackmore, 1999), anthropology, (Durham, 1991) psychology 
(Plotkin, 1994) and organisational studies (Weick, 1979).  
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Glossary of Concepts and Key Terms 
 
 
Term Definition Page 
Number 
Allomemes  “ … refers to a subset of holomemes that are 
actually used as guides to behaviour by at least 
some members of a population in at least some 
circumstances …” (Durham, 1991, p. 189) 
41 
Better Fit “… if most people in a population accept it, it can 
not be bettered by an alternative strategy … the 
best strategy for an individual depends on what 
the majority of the population are doing … each 
one trying to maximise his own success.” 
(Dawkins, 1986, p. 215) 
3 
Cognitive 
Transformation 
“If this transformation process occurs – and it will 
occur only if the proposed solution continues to 
work, thus implying that it is in some larger sense 
“correct” and must reflect an accurate picture of 
reality – group members will tend to forget that 
originally they were not sure and that the 
proposed course of action as at an earlier time 
debated and confronted.” (Schein, 1992, p.19-20) 
4 
Cultural Fitness “… an allomeme’s expected relative rate of social 
transmission and use within a subpopulation, 
where the “expected rate” can be defined, 
following Philip Kitcher (1985: 51), as “the 
probabilistically weighted average of the possible 
value.” (Durham, 1991, p.194) 
51 
Cultural Selection “… the differential social transmission of cultural 
variants through human decision making, or 
simply as ‘preservation by preference’. ” 
(Durham, 1991, p.198) 
45 
Descent with “That the world is not constant …. That all 31 
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modification organisms have descended from common 
ancestors …. That this descent, takes place by a 
continuous process of branching from these 
common ancestors …. That populations are the 
locus operandi of speciation …. That evolution 
occurs by natural selection …” (Mayr, 1982, pp. 
506-508). 
Enactment 
process  
“Enactment is the only process where the 
organism directly engages an external 
‘environment’ … The enactment as it becomes 
linked with ecological change, merely provides 
the equivocal raw materials which then may be 
seized or dismissed by the selection process.” 
(Weick, 1979, p. 130-131) 
16 
Espoused values “the articulated, publicly announced principles 
and values that the group claims to be trying to 
achieve, such as ‘product quality’ or ‘price 
leadership’ ….” (Schein, 1992, p. 9) 
3 
Inclusive Fitness  “a measure of the impact of different allomemes 
upon the relative reproductive fitness of the 
culture carriers themselves – that is upon the 
effectiveness of their overall ‘designs for 
reproductive survival’.” (Dawkins, 1991, p. 196) 
51 
Memes  The unit of information that is conveyed from one 
brain to another during cultural transmission … 
the functional unit of cultural transmission. 
(Durham, 1991, p188-189) 
40 
Natural selection  “Natural selection is a process by which 
evolutionary change comes about, but it is only 
one such process.” (Hannan & Freeman, 1989, p. 
18).  
32 
Organising  “consensual validated grammar for reducing 
equivocality by means of sensible interlock 
behaviours. To organise is to assemble ongoing 
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interdependent actions into sensible sequences 
that generate sensible outcomes.” (Weick, 1979, 
p. 3) 
Primary Values “They include feedback from the senses from the 
internal reward system of the brain, and from 
organically evolved cognitive processes.” 
(Durham, 1991, p. 200) 
2 
Reference Group “A reference group is any group or aggregate or 
any other categorizable set of people, with whom 
an individual identifies himself, or from which he 
derives certain aspects of his consensual 
(normative) reality … the sharing of certain 
concepts, values, norms, beliefs, interpretations of 
the world, and so forth - as a basis for achieving 
normative or consensual models of the world … 
(a) cultural group … to which an individual refers 
his behaviour.” (Thayer, 1968, p. 49) 
42 
Retention process  “To visualize the retention process think of it as a 
memory surface, a surface such as photographic 
film that is capable of registering a recognizable 
image.” (Weick, 1979, p. 208) 
16 
Secondary values “… these secondary values are cultural: they exist 
as socially transmitted ideational phenomena and 
they form an integral part of local cultural 
system.” (Durham, 1991, p. 197)  
2 
Secondary values 
selection 
“... I therefore propose that secondary value 
selection is the main but not exclusive means of 
cultural evolutionary change.  In other words, I 
suggest that the single most important force of 
cultural transformation derives from the 
secondary-value-driven decisions of culture 
carriers .… Unlike genetic selection, for example, 
secondary value selection can operate on a 
collective as well as individual level - indeed at 
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any level where decisions are made within a 
subpopulation .... By implication, this one causal 
mechanism of secondary value selection can 
cause both gradualistic and punctuated cultural 
change, as well as many combinations and 
integrations thereof.” (pp. 204-205) 
Selection  “… the processes of natural selection and 
mutation that can be seen occurring in the organic 
world today are assumed to have been operative 
forces in all the past history of life. Moreover, 
since such forces are operating at present, it must 
be concluded that evolution is still going on. A 
commitment to an evolutionary viewpoint 
represents a commitment to the instability of the 
present order as well as the past. In its simplest 
and irreducible form evolutionism is the doctrine 
that change of state is an unvarying characteristic 
of natural systems and human institutions and that 
such change follows immutable laws.”  
 (Goodenough, 1961, p. 203) 
31 
Selection Process  “The selection process selects meanings and 
interpretations directly and it selects individuals, 
departments, groups or goals indirectly. The 
selection process houses decision-making, but it 
is crucial to remember that decision-making in the 
organizing model means selecting some 
interpretation of the world and some set of 
extrapolations from that interpretation and then 
using these summaries as constraints on 
subsequent acting.” (Weick, 1979, p. 175) 
14 
2VS  A selection process of organising driven by 
secondary values.   
14 
2VS model A visual description of the elements involved in 
the 2VS.  
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Me    Information inputs from the enactment process. 54 
Ms  Information inputs from the selection process.  54 
Mr  Information inputs from the retention process.  54 
Vs  Secondary values operating in the 2VS.  55 
Vsd  Dominant secondary values operating in 2VS. 
Dominant secondary values are the sub group of 
secondary values driving 2VS nominated by the 
reference group for their inclusive fitness. 
59 
Rg  Reference groups are collectives of individuals 
who share secondary values.  Reference groups 
nominate dominant secondary values to operate in 
secondary values selection processes.  Reference 
groups act as the social transmitters and cultural 
carriers operating in secondary values selection 
processes. 
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